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Abstract
The accuracy of atomistic force fields depends on the complexity of the interatomic
potential function as well as on the parametrization of the potential. In conventional
force fields, the electrostatic potential is represented by atom-centered point charges.
Point charges can be understood as the first term of multipole expansions, which
converge with increasing number of terms towards the accurate representation of the
molecular potential given by the electron density distribution.
Here, the distributed multipole analysis (DMA) is used to obtain atomic multipole
moments. The accuracy of distributed multipole potentials is tested for several
molecules and compared to point charge potentials. The investigation is focused on
convergence of the multipole expansion and conformational dependence. Energies
and forces required for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with atomic multipole
potentials are implemented into the CHARMM program. Important points to con-
sider for the implementation are the orientation of the multipole moments and the
conformational dependence of multipole parameters.
The implementation is applied to different systems: The splitting of the infrared (IR)
absorption band for photodissociated CO inMyoglobin is analyzed comparing differ-
ent multipole models for CO. A relationship is established between the IR frequency
and the CO orientation in the binding pocket. The experimental IR spectrum of CO
in amorphous ice is reproduced using multipole potentials for CO and water. The re-
lationship between infrared frequencies and ice structures is analyzed. Furthermore,
atomic multipole moments are applied to methane and CO clathrate hydrates. Lattice
modes are calculated and compared to experiment. The influence of different guest
molecules on lattice modes and structure is characterized.
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1 Introduction
"True realism consists in revealing the surprising things which habit keeps covered and
prevents us from seeing."
Jean Cocteau, Le Mystère Laïc, 1928
1.1 Atomistic force fields
Atomistic force fields1–4 are an important tool for understanding the interactions and
dynamical processes in complex molecular systems relevant to different areas of sci-
ence. In biology, atomistic force fields are e.g. used to simulate the motion of proteins
and to model protein-ligand and protein-protein interactions.5,6 In physics, proper-
ties of condensed matter are analyzed using force field models, for example the struc-
ture of ices and crystals.7
The concept of atomistic force fields consists in an approximation of the interactions
between atoms. A popular strategy is to divide the interaction into bonded and non-
bonded terms, where the bonded terms include bonds, angles and dihedrals and the
nonbonded terms include electrostatics described by point charges and a Lennard-
Jones(LJ) potential to represents dispersion and Pauli repulsion. The force field po-
tential according to this scheme is resumed in Equation 1.1.
Vf f = Vbonds +Vangles +Vdihedrals +Velec +VLJ (1.1)
This approximation makes simulations of large systems like proteins possible due to
its low computational cost.
With the development of specialized computer clusters and suitable algorithms for
parallelization, it is now possible to perform atomistic MD simulations for systems of
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relevance to biology of physics up to the microsecond time scale.8 One of the limita-
tion of these simulation is the inaccuracy of the available force fields.9,10 Therefore it
is important to evaluate possible improvements for the current force fields.
1.2 The CHARMM force field
The main instrument of the present work is the CHARMM program.11,12 This pro-
gram includes an empirical force field potential1 conceptually corresponding to
Equation 1.1. In detail, the potential function is composed of the following terms:
Vf f (~r) = ∑
bonds
Kb(b− b0)2 + ∑
angles
Kθ(θ − θ0)2 +∑
UB
KUB(S− S0)2
+ ∑
dihedrals
Kχ(1+ cos(nχ− δ)) + ∑
impropers
Kimp(φ− φ0)2
+ ∑
nonbond
e((
Rminij
rij
)12 − (Rminij
rij
)6) + ∑
nonbond
qiqj
rij
, (1.2)
where Kb, Kθ, KUB, Kχ and Kimp are the bond, angle, Urey-Bradley(UB), dihedral and
improper force constant. The corresponding bond length, angle, UB distance, dihe-
dral angle and improper torsion angle are represented by b, θ, S, χ and φ, with the
subscript zero representing the equilibrium value. e is the LJ well depth, Rmin the
distance at the LJ minimum and qi the atomic partial charge. For the nonbond in-
teractions, the sum runs in principle over all pairs of atoms which are more than two
bonds apart or belonging to different molecules. However, the details of the nonbond
list depend on the system and themethod chosen for the calculation. For periodic sys-
tems, there are two possibilities of handling the nonbonded interactions. The faster
but less accurate method is to truncate the interactions at a defined distance which
needs to be smaller than half the simulation cell size in order to avoid interactions of
an atom with its periodic image. The more accurate method is to use Ewald summa-
tion.13
Compared to the simplified terms in Equation 1.1, atom interactions two bonds apart
are described by two terms, namely the angle term and the UB term. Atom interac-
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tions three bonds apart are described by improper and dihedral terms. This shows
that the functional form used for this force field is already quite elaborate, however
compared to the full quantum mechanical description of the interatomic potential,
this is a rough approximation.
The accuracy of this approximation depends in the first place on the values chosen
for the different parameters, i.e. force constants and partial charges. Force field pa-
rameters can be obtained from ab initio calculations or by fitting of calculated system
properties to experimental data. The evaluation and improvement of parameters is
an important task in the force field development, but even with an optimal set of
parameters, the accuracy of the force field remains limited by the functional forms
which describe the potential.
1.3 The quantum mechanical description
Describing interatomic interactions corresponds quantum mechanically to the prob-
lem of solving the time independent Schrödinger equation14 for a system of M nuclei
and N electrons, which in Dirac notation15 is given by
Hˆ | Ψ〉 = E | Ψ〉, (1.3)
where | Ψ〉 and E are the wavefunction and the energy of the system and Hˆ is given
by
Hˆ = −
N
∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i −
M
∑
A=1
1
2MA
∇2A −
N
∑
i=1
M
∑
A=1
ZA
riA
+
N
∑
i=1
N
∑
j>i
1
rij
+
M
∑
A=1
M
∑
B>A
ZAZB
RAB
, (1.4)
with riA, rij and rAB being the distance between an electron and a nucleus, the dis-
tance between two electrons and the distance between two nuclei, respectively. ZA
is the atomic number of nucleus A, MA is the ratio of the mass of nucleus A to an
electron,∇2i and∇2A are Laplacian operators for the differentiation of the positions.16
The equation is usually solved by separating nuclear and electronic wavefunctions
based on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.17 This approximation is also the ba-
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sis of ab initio MD simulations.18,19 For these simulations, the electronic Schrödinger
equation is solved at each step and the nuclei are then propagated classically on the
potential energy surface of a given electron density distribution. Obviously these
simulations are more accurate than the empirical force field approach in Equation
1.1, but they are computationally more demanding since they typically scale with the
third power of the number of electrons.
The computational effort can be reduced if the ab initio accuracy is only needed for
one part of the system and an empirical potential is sufficient for the rest of the
system. The system can in this case be divided into a quantum mechanical and a
molecular mechanical part, which interact through specific linking potential terms.
This proceeding is called a quantummechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) ap-
proach.20,21
1.4 Improvement of force field accuracy
From Equations 1.1 and 1.2, it is obvious that some types of intermolecular forces are
missing. Compared to a systematic classification of long-range intermolecular inter-
actions into electrostatics, induction and dispersion,22,23 the electrostatics in Equation
1.2 are represented by a simple coulomb potential and the dispersion is approximated
by the attractive part of the LJ potential, whereas the induction is completely missing.
Based on this observation, two types of force field improvement can be distinguished:
A) Improvement of the functional forms of the potential functions for existing
types of interactions. For the bonded terms, this can be done by replacing the
simple harmonic potential by more realistic anharmonic functional forms. For
the nonbonded terms, the point charges used for the electrostatic interaction can
be replaced by a series of atomic multipole moments.
B) Addition of new terms to describe missing types of interatomic interactions.
Missing types of interatomic interactions are e.g. the change of electrostatics
either with molecular geometry or induced multipole moments, i.e. inter- and
intramolecular polarization.
Adding more terms to the force field potential increases the number of parameters
which have to be fitted to experimental data or derived from higher level calcula-
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tions. Fitting procedures become generally more involved with increasing parameter
space and require a larger amount of experimental reference data in order to be un-
ambiguous. Therefore it is an advantage to have a defined procedure for deriving
parameters for new potential functions from higher level calculations. Furthermore
it is helpful if a new potential function can be associated separately to an observable.
This allows to evaluate the quality of parameters for this potential function indepen-
dent of other terms in the force field potential.
Many efforts for force field improvement in the last decade have been dealing with
intermolecular polarization.24 This strategy is justified by the fact that polarizability
is completelymissing among the force field terms, therefore it is certainly an improve-
ment to include it. On the other hand, the energy contribution due to polarizability is
for many systems significantly smaller than the electrostatics and decays faster with
distance. This is particularly true for biological systems, which are mainly composed
of the first row elements carbon, oxygen and nitrogen as well as hydrogen, which all
have relatively small polarizabilities.
The importance of intermolecular polarization in force fields is related to the question
how accurate the current representation of force field electrostatics is. If its already
accurate, the addition of polarizabilities is obviously the next improvement step. If its
very inaccurate, the addition of polarizabilities will be problematic, especially if the
parameters are fitted to experimental data and therefore also attempt to compensate
errors in the electrostatics. For this reason, accurate electrostatics are required for a
meaningful description of polarizability. In the first place this means that the accu-
racy of the electrostatics has to be analyzed for a given problem and compared to the
gain in accuracy by addition of polarizability.
The accuracy of the electrostatics depends on how appropriate the current functional
forms are and how important the change of electrostatics with molecular conforma-
tion is. Evaluations concerning the accuracy of point chargemodels and of the change
of electrostatics with molecular conformation can be found in Section 2.
If both, improved electrostatics and polarizability are found to be important for a
given problem, it is possible to combine the improvement of electrostatics by dis-
tributed multipole moments with polarization terms. The theory of distributed po-
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larizabilities25 could be used for a rigorous treatment of polarizabilities in such a
combined approach, but also other concepts may be possible.26,27
1.5 Atomic multipole moments
1.5.1 Population analysis methods
Electronic structure calculations16,28 provide accurate wave functions for consider-
ably large molecules. Integration over the probability distribution function for find-
ing any electron in a given volume d~r gives the electron density ρ(~r) for that vol-
ume element. The separation of the molecular electron density into atomic electron
populations has been developed as a tool to analyze the molecular wave function.29
First population analysis methods only considered the charge population of spatial
volume elements or molecular orbitals. As later shown by Stone this procedure is
incomplete. A quantitative reproduction of molecular properties like molecular mul-
tipole moments requires the inclusion of higher multipole moments into the popula-
tion analysis.30
Point charges can be understood as a first term in a multipole expansion.30,31 The
potential which corresponds to the multipole expansion converges towards the po-
tential derived from ρ(~r) on which the analysis is based. Several algorithms have
been developed for obtaining atom-centered multipole expansions. The most widely
used ones are the Distributed Multipole Analysis (DMA)32, the Cumulative Atomic
Multipole Moments (CAMM)31 and the Theory of Atoms in Molecules (AIM)33. All
methods include a partitioning of the electron density in real or molecular orbital
space and an integration of ρ(~r) over a suitably defined space for all desired multi-
pole ranks. The partitioning of ρ(~r), the allocation of atomic moments to particular
atoms and therefore the resulting multipole expansion, its convergence, basis set de-
pendence, conformational dependence and transferability differ between the three
methods.
In the following, the DMA algorithm will be used to obtain atomic multipole ex-
pansions. Details of this method and the properties of the multipole potentials are
explained in Section 2.
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1.5.2 Force field electrostatics based on atomic multipole
moments
As shown in Equation 1.2, the electrostatics in atomistic force fields are usually rep-
resented by point charges. These charges are typically obtained from a population
analysis, or by fitting atomic charges which optimally reproduce the electrostatic po-
tential or interaction energies.34,35
The potential function for the electrostatic energy based on atomic multipole mo-
ments is more complicated and computationally demanding than the simple coulomb
interaction between point charges. As an example, the electrostatic potential of a mul-
tipole expansions up to quadrupole on two atoms a and b in spherical tensor notation
can be written as
Eelec = E(qaqb) +
3
∑
k=1
E(qaµkb) +
3
∑
l=1
E(µlaqb)
+
3
∑
k=1
3
∑
l=1
E(µlaµ
k
b) +
5
∑
m=1
E(qaΘmb ) +
5
∑
n=1
E(Θnaqb)+
3
∑
k=1
5
∑
m=1
E(µkaΘ
m
b ) +
5
∑
n=1
3
∑
l=1
E(Θnaµ
k
b) +
5
∑
m=1
5
∑
n=1
E(ΘnaΘ
m
b ), (1.5)
where qa i s the charge of atom a, µkb is the direction k of the dipole moment vector on
atom b, Θna is the element n of the quadrupole tensor on atom a.22
Since the accuracy of the multipole expansion can be gradually improved by adding
higher multipole ranks, atomic multipole moments provide a possibility to system-
atically improve the accuracy of force field electrostatics. Evaluations concerning the
rank of the multipole expansion required to considerably improve the accuracy of
force field electrostatics are shown in Section 2.
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"Isolated material particles are abstractions, their properties being definable and observable
only through their interaction with other systems."
Niels Bohr, Atomic Physics and the Description of Nature, 1934
In this chapter, the details for obtaining atomic multipole moments based on the dis-
tributed multipole algorithm are explained. Evaluations are carried out to illustrate
the properties of distributed multipole potentials. They are focused on the conver-
gence of the multipole expansion, the accuracy compared to ab initio and to point
charges and the conformational dependence of multipole-derived potentials. Impor-
tant points to consider for the use of atomic multipole moments as force field param-
eters are summarized and discussed in Section 2.5.
Parts of this chapter have been published in
"Higher order multipole moments for molecular dynamics simulations"
N. Plattner and M. Meuwly, J. Mol. Model. (2009) 15:687 – 694.
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2.1 Distributed multipole analysis
For a closed shell system in the Hartree-Fock approximation, the electron density ρ(r)
can be expressed as
ρ(r) =
K
∑
i=1
K
∑
j=1
Pijφi(r)φ∗j (r), (2.1)
with K being the number of basis functions. For a given set of basis functions φi, the
density matrix elements Pij specify completely the charge density.16 Pij is given by
Pij = 2
N/2
∑
m=1
CimC∗jm, (2.2)
with Cxm being the coefficients of the basis functions and N being the number of
electrons. In most modern electronic structure calculation programs, the basis set is
composed of Gaussian functions
φAi = fi(r− A)e−α(r−A)
2
, (2.3)
where fi(r− A) is a homogeneous polynomial, α determines the width of the function
and A is the center of the Gaussian function, which is usually a nuclear position. The
product of two Gaussian functions is itself a Gaussian function. The new function is
centered on a line joining the initial centers and surrounded by the overlap charge
density. The electron density is therefore expanded about as many centers as there
are overlapping Gaussian functions. Based on the electron density, the multipole
population can be evaluated in terms of multipole moments
Qkq(A) = −
∫
Rkq(r− A)PijφAi φBj dv, (2.4)
where q is a given multipole component(direction), k is the multipole rank and Rkq(r)
is a regular solid harmonic.
The resulting multipole expansions are distributed over all centers of overlap of the
initial basis functions. The number of expansions can be reduced by transferring the
multipole moments to fewer sites. A multipole expansion about any point A can be
transformed into a multipole expansion about any other point B using
10
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Qlm(B) =
l
∑
k=0
k
∑
q=−k
[(l+mk+q )(
l−m
k−q )]
1/2Qkq(A)Rl−k,m−q(B− A), (2.5)
where k and q are ranks and components of the initial multipole expansion, l and
m are the corresponding ranks and components of the final multipole expansion. It
follows that a new multipole component of rank l on site B depends on the multipole
moments of lower and equal rank on the initial site A.22,30,32
The new points for the multipole expansion can in principle be chosen arbitrarily.
In the special case where all moments are transferred to the center of the molecule,
the resulting multipole expansion corresponds to the molecular multipole moments.
For atomistic force fields, the most convenient choice is to use the nuclear positions
as centers for the expansions. In order to reduce the computational effort for the
force field calculations, the number of expansion centers has to be reduced as much
as possible. However, the convergence of the multipole expansion is improved with
increasing number of multipole sites. This is due to the fact that for an accurate re-
production of the potential of the initial electron density distribution, it is important
that the distance over which the multipole moments have been transferred is consid-
erably smaller than the distance between the multipole sites and interacting charges
or multipoles. This leads in practice to a tradeoff between computational cost and
accuracy. Evaluations concerning this tradeoff can be found in Section 2.2.
The allocation of the electron density and therefore of the multipole expansions to the
atoms is important for the properties of the resulting expansion. For the first version
of the DMA algorithm,30 it was proposed that the overlap densities should always be
allocated to the site closest to the initial overlap center of the Gaussian functions, so
in practice to the closest nucleus. For the CAMM algorithm,31,36 half of the multipole
population is allocated to each of the sites from which the Gaussians originate. The
AIM algorithm33,37 uses the gradient vector field of the charge density to partition
a molecule into atoms, for which the corresponding atomic multipole moments are
then evaluated by integrating over the volume space corresponding to this atom.
As larger basis sets became computationally affordable, it was found that for the basis
functions with large exponents, a partitioning of the electron density in real space and
not in molecular orbital space may be preferable. This partitioning was implemented
11
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into the DMA algorithm using Lebedev spherical grid integration.38,39 The newDMA
algorithm now combines allocation of multipoles to the nearest site to allocation of
electron density in volume space. The former method is applied to Gaussian func-
tions with low exponents, the latter to Gaussian functions with high exponents. The
partitioning of the electron density through space was found to improve the conver-
gence of the multipole expansions for larger basis sets.39 One of the consequences of
this new algorithm is that the final multipole expansion depends on the choice of the
relative integration radius for each atom. For converged multipole series, the choice
of integration radii does not considerably affect the overall potential of the multipole
expansion. For truncated multipole expansions in contrast, the choice of integration
radii is important, as explained in Section 2.2.
The distributed multipole analysis can be applied to electron densities obtained from
different electronic structure calculation methods. The only limitation is that the ba-
sis functions need to be Gaussians. In the following, distributed multipole moments
will be calculated based on densities obtained from restricted Hartree-Fock(HF),40–44
Møller-Plesset second order(MP2)45 and density functional theory(DFT)46,47 calcula-
tions.
2.2 Accuracy and convergence
Important criteria for the quality of a multipole expansion are the accuracy compared
to the potential of the underlying electronic structure calculation and the convergence
of the multipole expansion with increasing multipole rank. Both of these properties
can be evaluated based on interaction potentials between two molecules, as found in
the literature,48–51 or by placing a probe charge on grid points around the molecule
and comparing the resulting potential at each point to the ab initio potential. The latter
approach is chosen here. The region inside the Van-der-Waals radii is excluded for
the following evaluations, since for the force field calculations the interaction there
is dominated by the repulsive part of the LJ potential. The LJ half radius parame-
ters of the CHARMM force field1 are used to define the region excluded from the
evaluations around each atom. The choice of LJ half radii instead of full radii is due
to the fact that in CHARMM, full radii are calculated as the sum of the half radii of
two interacting atom types, therefore their values vary significantly between different
12
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interacting atom pairs. The half radii represent the region which is excluded for all in-
teracting atom types. All of the following evaluations are carried out with the GDMA
program,39 based on electron densities from ab initio calculations with GAUSSIAN.52
As a first example water is chosen. Figure 2.2 shows a graphical representation of the
difference between potential φρ (derived from the multipole expansion) and the ab
initio potential φ for water with different multipole ranks.
Figure 2.2: Convergence of distributed multipole potential for water
Differences (absolute values) between φρ (potential from multipole expansion) and φ (potential from
ab initio calculations) for water, based on a HF calculation with a 6-31G*53,54 basis set. From left
to right: distributed multipoles up to rank 0, rank 1, rank 2 and rank 3. Color coding: black > 10
kJ/mol, red 5-10 kJ/mol, green 2.5 to 5 kJ/mol, blue 1 to 2.5 kJ/mol, yellow 0.5 to 1 kJ/mol, white <
0.5 kJ/mol.
The analysis shows a good agreement to ab initio at the level of about quadrupole.
This is the case for most of the tested systems.
For the use of distributedmultipoles as force field parameters, it is important to know
where the multipole series has to be truncated in order to get an optimal tradeoff
between accuracy and computational cost. In this context, not only the accuracy for
expansions up to a given multipole rank, but also the consequences of transferring
parts of the population to fewer sites and the influence of the integration radii(see
Section 2.1) should be tested. The consequences of the choice of integration radii on
thewater multipolemoments are shown in Table 2.1. The consequences of integration
radii and population shifts on the accuracy are shown in Table 2.2. The comparison
of accuracies to ab initio in Table 2.2 is carried out in a cubic field of 10× 10× 10 Å
with 101 grid points in each direction .
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Table 2.1: Distributedmultipolemoments∗for different integration radii based on
MP2 aug-cc-PVQZ55 density for water
atom name relative integration radius
charge[e] q00
dipole [ea0] q10 q11s
quadrupole [ea20] q20 q21s q22c
octopole [ea30] q30 q31s q32c q33s
Oxygen 0.8 Hydrogen † 0.2
q -1.153898 0.576952
µ 0.334912 0.0 0.107979 -0.114351
Θ 0.023976 0.0 -0.682931 -0.017299 0.019942 -0.012388
Ω 0.408773 0.0 1.233701 0.0 0.041747 0.034621 0.103666 -0.076388
Oxygen 0.7 Hydrogen 0.3
q -0.610304 0.30515
µ -0.213259 0.0 0.079759 -0.061051
Θ 0.136491 0.0 -1.149071 -0.001955 -0.106929 -0.128946
Ω 0.503113 0.0 1.262078 0.0 0.049096 0.077211 0.151472 -0.099292
Oxygen 0.6 Hydrogen 0.4
q 0.065351 -0.032676
µ -0.710046 0.0 -0.047583 0.085952
Θ 0.101827 0.0 -1.341222 0.014648 -0.190347 -0.267331
Ω 0.451977 0.0 0.573517 0.0 -0.008054 -0.027306 -0.036769 0.048199
The comparison of the multipole moments for the different integration radii shows
that themultipole values at each level vary a lot for the different radii, e.g. the charges
on oxygen change from 0.065351 to -1.153898 e. However, the differences are compen-
sated by higher multipole ranks, as the dipole moment on oxygen changes direction
and magnitude from 0.334912 to -0.710046 ea0. The comparison of accuracies for dif-
ferent integration radii (Table 2.2) shows that this compensation is almost complete at
rank 3, where all expansions reproduce the ab initio potential with deviations of only
a few percent.
∗Not all spherical tensor elements are populated in water due to symmetry reasons
†For the second hydrogens, signs for q11s, q21s and q31s are opposite.
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Table 2.2: Accuracy of truncated distributed multipole expansions with different
integration radii based on MP2 aug-cc-PVQZ density for water
atomic radii‡ Rank 1 Rank 0 / 2 § Rank 1 / 2 ¶ Rank 2 Rank 3
0.8 : 0.2 ∆E [kJ/mol] 1.5974 0.3921 0.5674 0.5901 0.3779
∆E [%] 46.38 7.11 8.93 9.26 3.89
0.7 : 0.3 ∆E [kJ/mol] 3.1943 0.6039 1.0681 0.6252 0.3603
∆E [%] 93.11 9.19 17.93 9.39 3.50
0.65 : 0.35 ∆E [kJ/mol] 3.7628 1.0832 1.1547 0.5188 0.3525
∆E [%] 111.34 17.85 19.45 7.18 3.94
0.6 : 0.4 ∆E [kJ/mol] 4.1735 1.6365 1.1172 0.4185 0.3436
∆E [%] 126.52 27.98 18.54 5.46 4.19
0.5 : 0.5 ∆E [kJ/mol] 4.5163 2.8382 0.6966 0.6879 0.3248
∆E [%] 146.98 49.81 9.44 10.45 4.33
While the results are very similar for all atomic radii at rank 3, the differences in ac-
curacy are significant for multipole expansion truncated at rank 2 or rank 1. This is
true for differences in integration radii as well as for shifting the multipole popula-
tions to fewer sites. If the expansion is truncated at the quadrupole level, for some
integration radii it is equally accurate to use the quadrupole moment only on the
oxygen molecule as to use the full expansion. As a consequence, the choice of the in-
tegration radii is important for truncated multipole expansions, but with the increase
of the highest rank, the differences between potentials based on different radii vanish.
‡Relative radii for integration of Gaussian functions with exponents larger than 4. Oxygen:Hydrogen
§All moments higher than charges are transferred to the oxygen
¶All moments higher than dipole are transferred to the oxygen
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2.3 Comparison to point charge potentials
From the evaluation in the last section, it is obvious that the accuracy of distributed
multipoles up to quadrupole is significantly higher than the accuracy of charges ob-
tained by the DMA algorithm. This accuracy gain should not be interpreted as the
gain in accuracy compared to point charge potentials in general. For the parametriza-
tion of point charges in force fields, other algorithms are used, either the Mulliken
population analysis29 or fitting algorithms35 which directly fit atomic charges in or-
der to optimally reproduce the electrostatic potential of a molecule.
A comparison of the DMA accuracy compared to these more appropriate methods for
obtaining point charges is shown in Table 2.3 for water and alanine. The evaluation
is carried out with a probe charge of 1 e, on a cubic grid of 10× 10× 10 Å for water
and 15× 15× 15 Å for alanine, with 101 grid points in each direction.
Table 2.3: Point charge and multipole accuracies for water and alanine compared
to ab initio
HF 6-31G* B3LYP56,57 aug-cc-pVTZ
Water Alanine Water Alanine
DMA, rank 0
∆E [kJ/mol] 3.27 2.87 2.70 2.52
∆E [%] 64 2383 68 1653
DMA, rank 1
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.63 0.333 0.71 0.36
∆E [%] 41 178 61 73
DMA, rank 2
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.06
∆E [%] 1 6 4 8
Mulliken Charges
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.52 0.84 2.18 6.05
∆E [%] 23 687 60 2993
Merz-Kollman
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.28 0.08 0.44 0.08
∆E [%] 18 35 37 18
For both molecules and electronic structure calculation methods, the distributed mul-
tipole expansion converges at rank two. φρ and φ differ by a few percent on average at
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rank two, which makes the multipole expansion significantly more accurate than po-
tentials from point charges for the same molecule, using Mulliken charges or charges
fitted according to the Merz-Kollman scheme.35
2.4 Conformational dependence
To show the conformational dependence of multipole-derived potentials, two confor-
mations (c1 and c2) of alanine and glycine, are considered. For glycine, distributed
multipole moments for each of the two conformations are derived and compared to
the ab initio potential of both conformations. The results are shown in Figure 2.4.
Coordinates and multipole moments corresponding to this evaluation can be found
elsewhere.58
The example in Figure 2.4 illustrates that the differences between φ and φρ are consid-
erably larger if the multipoles are transferred to another conformation. A quantita-
tive analysis of the differences between φρ and φ for glycine and alanine is provided
in Table 2.4, where differences between the electrostatic potentials from ab initio cal-
culations and different charge models are reported.
In order to calculate the data for another conformation, the multipoles are rotated
according to the geometry of the atoms in the new conformation. This procedure cor-
responds to the assignment of local reference axis systems explained in Section 3. Ad-
ditionally, the tables show data for the conformational dependence of point charges,
which are calculated according to the Merz-Kollmann scheme35. Also for point
charges, the deviations in another conformation are considerably larger. The data
show that the conformational dependence of φρ has to be taken into account. Other-
wise the accuracy gained by using multipole expansions instead of point charges is
likely to be compromised.
A setup with fewer multipole sites and integration radii chosen such that the con-
formational dependence is minimized is also shown in Table 2.4. The accuracy is
improved by this approach, but the errors are still larger than for the moments calcu-
lated from the same conformation.
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Figure 2.4: Conformational dependence of distributed multipole potentials
Differences (absolute values) between multipole expansion and ab initio potential for glycine in
two different conformations based on HF 6-31G* calculations. Upper row: multipole moments
calculated from conformation 1 of glycine. Lower row: multipole moments calculated from con-
formation 2 of glycine. Left column: comparison to ab initio potential of conformation 1. Right
column: comparison to ab initio potential of conformation 2. Color coding: black > 10 kJ/mol, red
5-10 kJ/mol, green 2.5 to 5 kJ/mol, blue 1 to 2.5 kJ/mol, yellow 0.5 to 1 kJ/mol, white< 0.5 kJ/mol.
The x−axis of the second conformation is inverted in this representation in order to allow better
comparison of the two conformations.
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Table 2.4: Conformational dependence of glycine and alanine
Alanine conformations Glycine conformations
Glycine Alanine Glycine Alanine
c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2
HF 6-31G** HF 6-31G** B3LYP cc-pVQZ B3LYP cc-pVTZ
Charges of c1
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.09 0.53 0.07 1.03 0.11 0.44 0.08 1.05
∆E [%] 21 60 18 330 29 39 35 1317
Charges of c2
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.17 0.15 0.75 0.08 0.17 0.15 0.47 0.10
∆E [%] 55 34 418 13 47 30 613 73
DMA of c1
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.07 0.26 0.10 1.27 0.07 0.19 0.11 1.11
∆E [%] 4 30 11 295 5 25 15 829
DMA of c2
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.16 0.07 0.63 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.54 0.11
∆E [%] 40 4 250 5 36 9 423 7
Setup with 3 Multipole Sites for Glycine, 4 Sites for Alanine
DMA of c1
∆E [kJ/mol] 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.32 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.46
∆E [%] 6 9 7 77 8 8 11 206
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2.5 Atomic multipole parameters for atomistic force
fields
In contrast to point charges, the values of the atomic multipole expansions do not
correspond to chemical intuition. Charges may even be completely counterintuitive,
because they are compensated by dipole moments of opposite sign. A quantitative
evaluation of the whole expansion either compared to ab initio or to experimental val-
ues of molecular multipole moments is therefore required. In addition, the evaluation
of multipole parameters should consider a number of points:
• The tradeoff between accuracy and computational cost
• Dependence of the multipole moments on the ab initiomethod and basis set
• Conformational dependence of the multipole parameters
• Transferability of parameters for equal fragments in different molecules
The tradeoff between accuracy and computational cost can be evaluated by compar-
ing the accuracy of different parametrization, as shown in Section 2.2. The method
and basis set dependence should be taken into account in the sense that appropriate
ab initiomethods and large basis sets should be used for the parametrization. The con-
formational dependence is themost demanding problem, although it is not important
for all systems. For molecules which are too small or too rigid to undergo larger con-
formational changes such as H2, water, methane or benzene, the assignment of multi-
pole parameters is straightforward. On the other hand for molecules which undergo
significant conformational changes like glycine and alanine, the dependence of the
parameters on the molecular conformation has to be taken into account. The confor-
mational dependence of atomic multipole potentials has already been investigated
in earlier studies for the DMA, the AIM and the CAMM algorithm.59–61 Different so-
lutions have been proposed to this problem, not all of which are applicable in general.
For some molecules, the change of the atomic multipole moments with conformation
can be described explicitly by an analytical function. This has been done successfully
for CO.62 (See Section 4.1) Except for this particularly simple case, more elaborate
methods need to be used for molecules such as glycine and alanine. For the confor-
mational dependence around torsion angles, the use of short Fourier series has been
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shown to significantly improve the electrostatic potential.48,63 A combined solution
for atomic multipoles together with inter- and intramolecular polarization has been
suggested64, but no explicit dynamics has been carried out with this procedure and
for larger molecules such as amino acids. Furthermore, it is unclear how well this
approach is able to reproduce atomic multipole moments of another conformation,
since only the combined electrostatic plus polarization energies have been evaluated
and the individual contribution of each term to different conformations is not avail-
able. Systematic evaluations have been done for a neural network approach to model
the change of AIM multipole moments with conformation.27 For this approach, tests
including explicit dynamics are not available yet. Another possible solution is to use
conformationally averaged multipole moments to better reproduce the ab initio po-
tential on average. The results for shifting the multipole moments to fewer sites and
minimizing the conformational dependence shown in Section 2.4 indicates that this
approach works for some cases. However, it is probably not a general solution and
some of the accuracy of distributed multipole potentials is lost by this procedure.
Finally, it may also be possible to use an iterative scheme in which the multipole mo-
ments are recalculated periodically. Such an approach has already been proposed and
tested for energy minimizations of crystal structures.65
For a generalized use of distributedmultipole parameters in atomistic force fields, the
transferability of multipole moments between equal fragments in different molecules,
e.g. for transferring amino acids between different peptides, needs to be considered.
Evaluations concerning this problem can be found in the literature.60,66 They reveal
that this issue is less problematic than the conformational dependence of the multi-
pole parameters.
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3 Implementation of atomic
multipoles into CHARMM
"Science is knowledge which we understand so well that we can teach it to a computer; and if
we don’t fully understand something, it is an art to deal with it."
Donald Knuth, Computer Programming as an Art, 1974
In this chapter, the details of implementing atomic multipole potentials into the
CHARMM program11,12 are explained. This is done in Section 3.1 on a theoretical ba-
sis, focusing on the additional difficulties arising from themultipole orientations. The
implementation is based on the published terms for orientation-dependent multipole
interaction energies.22,67 Particular care is taken for the details of the first derivatives,
which are not found in the literature and need to be formulated in a way suitable for
an atomistic force field like CHARMM.
Section 3.2 gives an overview over the current implementation in CHARMM and is
supposed to help understanding themultipolemodule in the context of the CHARMM
code. A series of tests is shown in Section 3.3. These tests are supposed to illustrate the
problems explained in Section 3.1 and allow comparison to other implementations.
Finally in Section 3.4, open questions concerning applications and a more general
implementation of atomic multipole moments are discussed.
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3.1 Basic concepts
3.1.1 Atomic multipole parameters
As for other force field parameters, the data structure of atomic multipole moments
can be organized according to types of equal molecules and residues. In addition, the
geometry of the molecule needs to be specified.
The following specifications are required for each molecule:
• The number of multipole sites in the molecule; this specification is linked to the
molecular geometry.
• The reference atom number for a prototype molecule (the first in a series of
equal molecules)
• The highest multipole rank for each atom
• The values of the multipole parameters on each atom
• The range of atom numbers to which the same type of parameters apply
Based on these details, the multipole parameters are applied to all molecules of the
same type in the system. The geometry specification is used to link the orientations of
the atomic multipole moments to the molecular orientations. (See Sections 3.1.2 and
3.1.3 for details.) The final data structure combines atom-specific information like the
values of the multipole moments to molecule-specific information like the indices of
the atoms belonging to this molecule.
As explained in Section 2, the number of multipole moments per molecule can be
optimized to reach an optimal tradeoff between accuracy and computational cost.
Therefore it is important to specify the rank of the highest multipole moment on each
atom and store this information to make the calculation of energies and gradients ef-
ficient.
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3.1.2 Atomic multipole moments and molecular orientations
The basic problem for the implementation of atomicmultipolemoments into an atom-
istic force field is the dependence of the multipole moments on the orientation of the
molecule. For a given internal geometry and orientation of a molecule, it is straight-
forward to calculate energies and forces for multipole moments based on the pub-
lished terms.22 The propagation of the atomic multipole moments in time in contrast
causes a problem: the atomic multipole moments can not be propagated indepen-
dently of the molecular geometry, since torques and moments of inertia for inde-
pendent atoms are physically meaningless. Therefore the propagation of the atomic
moments has always to remain linked to the molecular orientation.
In order to solve this problem, two main strategies are possible:
• Use an algorithm based on rigid rotation. For the rigid rotation of molecules,
algorithms have already been developed68 and tested for atomic multipole mo-
ments.69 It may be possible to adapt these algorithms in order to allow for
changes in the internal molecular geometry and therefore for vibrational de-
grees of freedom. However, it is not clear if an integration for pseudo-rigid
molecules with continuously changing moment of inertia and torques due to
vibrational degrees of freedom would be stable.
• Use atomistic forces and rotate the atomic moments according to the current
molecular geometry. This strategy is linked to molecular reference axis systems,
which define the orientation of the atomic multipole moments with respect to
the molecular geometry.64 This approach is easier to implement in an atomistic
force field, where all the forces are calculated on an atomistic basis. The main
problems of this approach arise for the calculation of the derivatives, which
in consequence also need to contain terms for all the atoms which define the
molecular reference axis system.
For the implementation of atomic multipole moments into the CHARMM program,
the latter approach is chosen since it does not require major changes or additions in
the structure of the code used for minimization or molecular dynamics. The addi-
tional code only needs to provide energies and forces for the atomic multipole inter-
actions.
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3.1.3 Molecular reference axis systems
Higher order multipole moments depend on the coordinate system in which they
were calculated. For distributed multipoles, the moments obtained from GDMA39
are defined with respect to the orientation of the molecule in the GAUSSIAN52 calcu-
lation from which they are obtained. This initial orientation corresponds at the same
time to an orientation of the corresponding molecule in space.
Figure 3.1.3: Molecular reference axis systems for water
The relationship of molecular and multipole orientation can be maintained by the
assignment of the multipole moments to reference axis systems, which are defined
by the positions of the atoms. In the simplest case (linear molecule) one reference
axis, defined by the two atoms, is sufficient. For water, all three axes have to be de-
fined. For the following calculations, this is done by aligning the z−axis along the
axis pointing from the oxygen to the center of the two hydrogens, the y−axis from
one hydrogen to the other hydrogen, and the x−axis being then defined by orthogo-
nality (see Figure 3.1.3).
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For larger molecules such as glycine and alanine, several reference axis systems have
to be defined, since the different parts of the molecule can rotate with respect to each
other.
Based on the atom coordinates at each step, a rotation matrix can be calculated for
each molecule which defines by how much the corresponding multipole moments or
multipole interactions have to be rotated with respect to the global coordinate system.
Formally, the rotation can be applied either to the multipole moments or to the ori-
entation dependent part of the interaction. For the actual implementation, the latter
approach is chosen. However, it has to be noted, that the consequences of this choice
are only the actual organization of the code and probably numerical differences.
For molecules with more than one reference axis system, it is necessary to initially
rotate all multipole moments into the corresponding axis system and use this new
moments as parameters for the following calculation.
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3.1.4 Energies and first derivatives
For the implementation of atomic multipole moments, additional interaction energies
and their first derivatives have to be provided. The calculation of the energies is done
based on the published terms for atomic multipole moments in spherical tensor no-
tation.22
From the calculation of the molecular orientations with respect to the global coordi-
nate system, a nonlinear molecule is described by three unit vectors~eζ , ~eφ, ~eχ, corre-
sponding to three orthogonal axes in the molecular reference axis system. If we con-
sider a dipole-dipole interaction for dipoles placed on two atoms a and b belonging
to different molecules, A and B, with the dipole orientation being defined as parallel
to the ζ-axis of each molecule, the interaction energy is given by
E(µaζ(A)µ
b
ζ(B))) = µ
a
ζ(A)µ
b
ζ(B))
3rA
ζ(A)r
B
ζ(B) + cζ(A)ζ(B)
R3
, (3.1)
where µa
ζ(A) is the dipole moment in direction of~eζ on molecule A, r
A
ζ(A) is defined by
the relative orientation of the two dipole moments and cζ(A)ζ(B) is the scalar product
of the two orientational vectors, ~eζ(A) ·~eζ(B). The magnitude of rAζ(A) is obtained as
the scalar product of ~eζ(A) and~rab, with~rab being a unit vector pointing from atom
a to atom b. R is the interatomic distance. Based on this expression, the interaction
energy is defined with respect to the molecular orientation described by the unit vec-
tors of the corresponding molecular reference axes. The higher order terms are more
complicated, but there are no new variables. All interactions can be calculated as a
function of R, rA
ζ(A) and cζ(A)ζ(B) given for the atoms in both molecules and for all
molecular reference axes.
From the expressions for the interaction energies, we can derive the expressions for
the forces, which are the first derivative of the energy with respect to the global x-, y-
and z-coordinate. The energy expression contains three types of variables which are
dependent on the global coordinates, namely the interatomic distance R, the normal-
ized interatomic separation vector~rab and the molecular unit vectors~eα.
For a rigid molecule with only one central dipole moment and one central LJ poten-
tial, the derivative of the energy with respect to~eα corresponds directly to the torques
on the molecule, i.e. the rotation of the molecule is entirely defined by this derivative.
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For atomic moments placed on fully flexible molecules in contrast, the rotation of the
molecule and therefore the changes in ~eα depends on the differences in the transla-
tional forces between the atoms in the molecule, where the translational force on each
atom is given by the sum of the derivatives for all energy terms as listed in Equation
1.2. The derivative of ~eα can be formed with respect to the changes of the atom po-
sitions which define the reference axis system. However, for the total rotation of the
molecule which defines the change of ~eα, the derivative of ~eα is only a small contri-
bution. Based on these considerations, the derivatives for atomic multipole moments
can be defined at two levels of accuracy:
1. Approximate derivatives: Treat R and~rab as variables, ~eα as a constant. In this
case, forces are only added to the atom where the multipole moment is located.
2. Full derivatives: include all the variables R,~rab and~eα into the derivative. The
resulting expression is dependent on the definition of the reference axis systems
and adds forces to all atoms which define the reference axis system, no matter
if they carry multipole moments or not.
The first level of accuracy is an approximationwhich is valid if either the reorientation
of the multipole moment and therefore the change of~eα is small, or if the multipolar
force contribution to the total rotation of the molecule is small. In practice, the first
level of accuracy is sufficient to conserve the total energy during an MD simulation
if only parts of the molecules in a system carry atomic multipole moments or if the
rotation of the molecules is small, which is the case for simulation at low temperature
or for systems where the rotation is energetically unfavorable. Detailed tests can be
found in Section 3.3
The second level of accuracy is required to conserve the total energy for systems with
larger rotations in each step. The implementation is more involved, since the ac-
tual expressions for the derivatives depend on the reference axis system, therefore in
principle each type of reference axis systems needs its own set of derivatives for all
multipole interaction terms. For linear molecules, the expression is straightforward,
but it becomes complicated for systems with more reference axes, especially if one
axis is defined by orthogonality as it is the case for water. Since the orthogonal axis
depends on the unit vectors corresponding to the other two directions, the deriva-
tives in consequence also include the elements of the other two vectors.
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Another problematic issue for the complete derivative are the additional forces on
atoms on which no multipole moments are located. These forces do not have a direct
physical meaning. They are the consequence of accepting the use of molecular refer-
ence axis systems. At this point, the concept of atomistic force fields, which consist in
the separation of intra- and intermolecular forces, comes to its limits, since the atomic
multipole moments require a combination of molecular and atomistic forces.
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3.2 Code overview
A schematic representation of the code is shown in Figure 3.2 The different parts of
the code are explained here in more detail.
A Input section; on initialization of the multipole module, template reference atoms
are read for each molecule type. They are then copied to the specified range
corresponding to the same type of molecule.
B The orientations of all molecules with multipole moments are calculated based on
the definition of the corresponding reference axis system. On this basis, the
orientation unit vectors~eα are calculated for each direction and each molecule.
C For each atom pair on the nonbond list, it is checked whether at least one atom of
the pair has multipole parameters. If this is the case, the distance R and~rab are
calculated.
D The scalar products of~eα and~rab are formed.
E According to the specification of the highest multipole rank on each atom, the in-
teraction energies and derivatives are calculated. Since there are many redun-
dancies in the terms due to symmetry, the actual energy and force expressions
are organized as separate subroutines and the main part of the code just defines
which interaction pair (e.g. µzeta on A, θ10 on B) is being calculated.
F Energies and forces are summed up. For the second level of accuracy, (see previous
section) two sums have to be formed, one over the termswhich only apply to the
atoms with multipoles, the second over all atoms in the reference axis system.
For periodic boundary conditions, the additional nonbond energy between primary
and image atoms requires the summation of energies and forces over an additional
loop. The calculation is done in the same way as for the primary nonbond interac-
tions, but with the image nonbond list instead of the primary nonbond list.
For several applications, (see Section 4) additional features are added to the main
code, namely anharmonic bond potentials and changes of the multipole moments
with bond lengths. Both of these features can be combined with the calculation of the
molecular orientation, since they require the bond length which is needed in this part
anyways.
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of CHARMMmultipole module
Blue color shows the standard CHARMM code, red color the additional multipole module MTP
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3.3 Validation
3.3.1 Interaction energies
The multipole interaction energies were compared between grid-based potentials in
a model program to the program ORIENT.70 For this purpose, a probe charge and a
probe dipole moment were placed on a cubic grid around different probe molecules
represented by multipole expansions. The energies were evaluated at each grid point
and compared between the two programs. The energies were found to be identical
for the two programs at all grid points within the numerical accuracy. The same setup
of a probe charge on a cubic grid was used to compare the potential energy to the ab
initio potential. Some of these tests are shown in Section 2. The comparison to ORI-
ENT shows that the published interaction terms22 are interpreted correctly while the
comparison to ab initio provides information about the accuracy of a given multipole
parametrization.
Based on these evaluations, the interaction energy terms were then implemented into
the CHARMM program. The only change with respect to the test program was the
change of units. All calculations of the multipole module are done in atomic units,
input coordinates and output energies and forces are converted with respect to the
units in CHARMM. (Å and kcal/mol)
The rotation of atomic multipole moments based on molecular reference axis systems
was tested for several small molecular clusters. The interaction energy of the clus-
ter was evaluated, then the entire cluster was rotated by randomly chosen rotation
angles about all rotation axes. This procedure was repeated several times and the in-
teraction energy of the cluster was evaluated and compared to the initial orientation
at each point. The energies were found to be identical within the numerical accuracy
of the CHARMM program at all rotation angles for all tested reference axis systems.
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3.3.2 Derivatives
Two types of tests for the first derivatives are possible with the CHARMM program:
• Comparison of the analytical derivatives to numerical derivatives. The numer-
ical derivatives are obtained by energy calculations for small displacements of
the atoms.
• Evaluation of the fluctuations in the total energy during MD simulations in the
NVE ensemble.
Numerical derivatives were calculated for both levels of accuracy of the derivatives
explained in Section 3.1.4 using several small test systems. The accurate terms were
found to produce differences between numerical and analytical derivatives in the
same order of magnitude as other energy terms of the CHARMM force field. The
use of approximate derivatives lead to differences of one or two orders of magnitude
larger. The evaluations of fluctuations in the total energy will be explained in the fol-
lowing for MD simulations of several test systems.
Comparison of the different levels of accuracy for the forces
The fluctuations in total energy are compared between accurate and approximate
derivatives for two test systems. As a first test system, two dioxygen molecules are
chosen. The two molecules form a dimer at low temperatures and interact by LJ po-
tentials and atomic multipole moments. The test runs include 100 minimization steps
using the steepest descent algorithm, 20 ps of heating and equilibration to the test
temperature and 100 ps of dynamics in the NVE ensemble with a timestep of 1 fs.
The results are shown in Figure 3.3.2a.
The tests show that at 5 K where the dimer structure changes only slightly during the
dynamics, approximate and accurate derivatives conserve the total energy well. The
difference between the average energy and the energy at each step is small. Com-
pared to the fluctuations in potential and kinetic energy, the fluctuations in the total
energy are smaller by two to three orders of magnitude. At 10 K, the change of the
dimer structure is larger and faster. As a consequence the difference in the fluctua-
tions of the total energy become larger between the two levels of accuracy. For the
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Figure 3.3.2a: Energy fluctuations for the O2 dimer
Oxygen Parameters
e -0.12 kcal/mol
σ/2 1.7 Å
µ -0.288298 ea0 ∗
θ 0.541545 ea20
The difference of each energy term minus its average is plotted for trajectories of two dioxygen
molecules. Red lines correspond to the first level of accuracy in the derivatives, black lines to the
second level of accuracy, green lines show the kinetic energy and red lines the potential energy. Tem-
peratures of the initial equilibration are 5 K (top) and 10 K (bottom).
approximate derivatives, the energy fluctuations are only about one order of magni-
tude smaller than the fluctuations in potential and kinetic energy. For the accurate
derivatives, the difference in the energy fluctuations between the total energy and
its contributing terms remains at two to three orders of magnitude. An additional
analysis of the contribution of the VdW and electrostatic energy fluctuations to the
fluctuations in the potential energy (not shown here) reveals that the fluctuations in
both terms are approximately equal.
The same test is repeated for a molecular cluster with one water and two CO
molecules.(Figure 3.3.2b) The setup is the same as before, except that a timestep of
0.4 fs is chosen to allow flexible O-H bonds on the water molecule with an anhar-
monic bond potential.71 The parameters for this test can be found in Table 3.3.2.
∗opposite signs on the two oxygens
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Figure 3.3.2b: Energy fluctuations for the CO-H2O cluster
The difference of each energy term minus its average is plotted for trajectories of one water and two
CO molecules. Red lines correspond to the first level of accuracy in the derivatives, black lines to
the second level of accuracy, green lines show the kinetic energy and red lines the potential energy.
Temperatures of the initial equilibration are 5 K (top) and 10 K (bottom).
The findings are very similar to the first test system. At 5 K, the difference between
the two levels of accuracy is not visible, but it becomes larger at 10 K, where the
changes in the cluster structure are faster and larger.
Both test systems have relatively weak intermolecular interactions, therefore already
a small increase of the temperature leads to faster rotation of the molecules. This
faster rotation of the molecules is related to the larger fluctuations in the total energy
for the approximate derivatives.
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Table 3.3.2: H2O and CO parameters used for testing
Water Electrostatics Lennard-Jones
charge[e] q00
dipole [ea0] q10 q11s
quadrupole [ea20] q20 q22c e [kcal/mol] σ/2 [Å ]
Oxygen Hydrogen O(H2O) -0.1521 1.7682
W1 H -0.0460 0.2245
q -0.705394 0.352697 O(CO) -0.1200 1.7000
µ -0.130332 0.091939 -0.081400∗ C -0.1100 2.1000
Θ 0.091999 -1.280201
W2
q -0.276216 0.138108
µ -0.485045 0.031667 -0.003249∗
Θ 0.130550 -1.662565
The W1 set of parameters is used for the molecular cluster with one water and two CO molecules. For
CO electrostatics, see parameters for Model B used for CO in Section 4.1. The change of moments with
bond lengths is not applied for this test.
∗opposite sign on the two hydrogens
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Energy fluctuations for different temperatures and parametrizations
If the temperature of an MD simulation is increased, the fluctuations in the kinetic
and the potential energy become larger since the trajectory samples regions of the
potential energy surface which are farther away from the minimum. It is important
to knowwhether the stability of the trajectory remains unaffected by the temperature
change, i.e. if the fluctuations of the total energy remain proportional to the fluctua-
tions in the contributing terms.
Another important question concerns the parametrization of multipole potentials:
Does the distribution of themolecular multipole population among the different mul-
tipole ranks affects the stability of the trajectory and therefore the conservation of the
total energy? As shown in Section 2.2, it does not affect the converged properties of
the multipole potential.
Both questions are addressed here using the water pentamer as a test system (Figure
3.3.2c). The simulations are equilibrated at 10 and 200 K. The setup is the same as for
the previous test, with a timestep of 0.4 fs. Two different sets of water parameters W1
and W2 are evaluated at each temperature. The parameter sets are shown in Table
3.3.2. Both sets are obtained from the same B3LYP aug-cc-pVTZ calculation for water,
but with different radii for the Lebedev integration. ForW1, the dipole moment of the
water molecules is mostly described by the charges. For W2 in contrast, the atomic
dipole moments contribute most to the molecular dipole moment.
The test results in Figure 3.3.2c show that the fluctuations in all energy terms are in-
creased by about one order of magnitude as the temperature is increased from 10 to
200 K, which means that the conservation of the total energy remains proportional
to the changes in the contributing terms. The differences between the multipole
parametrizations W1 and W2 are small. The choice of parameters does not seem
to affect the energy fluctuations.
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Figure 3.3.2c: Energy conservation tests for water pentamer
The difference of each energy term minus its average is plotted for trajectories of the water pentamer
at different temperatures. Magenta lines correspond to the total energy, green lines show the kinetic
energy and blue lines the potential energy. The two panelsW1 andW2 correspond to the two different
water parametrizations explained in Table 3.3.2. Each panel shows evaluations at 10 K (top) and 200
K (bottom).
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Energy conservation using cutoffs and periodic boundaries
Additional problems in the conservation of the total energy arise if distance depen-
dent cutoffs of the energies and forces are used. In general, cutoffs are required to
reduce the computational cost of MD simulations. Furthermore, they are used for
periodic systems, in order to avoid artifacts due to interactions of an atom with its
periodic image. For these reasons it is important to test the effects of cutoffs.
The use of cutoffs means generally that the energy is not strictly conserved. Cutting
the intermolecular interactions at a defined distance leads to a change in the potential
energy without a corresponding compensation in the kinetic energy. However, these
small changes in energy mostly cancel, since in total the atoms moving in and out of
cutoff distances compensate for the energy changes. As a test system for this problem,
CO clathrate hydrate is chosen. Further informations about this system can be found
in Section 4.3. Parameters and setup used for these tests are the same as for the CO-
water cluster shown in Table 3.3.2.
Figure 3.3.2d: CO clathrate hydrate
Optimized structure of clathrate hydrate simulation cell used for testing.
Rendering:VMD72
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Figure 3.3.2e: Energy conservation for CO clathrate hydrate
The energy conservation of the CO clathrate is evaluated with different cutoffs. From top to bottom:
no cutoff, cutoff at 30 Å , cutoff at 20 Å , cutoff at 12 Å . The difference of each energy term minus its
average is plotted. Magenta lines correspond to the total energy, green lines show the kinetic energy
and blue lines the potential energy. The red line shows the drift in total energy for a trajectory with a
cutoff of 12 Å and periodic boundaries.
For the clathrate unit cells without cutoff, the total energy is well conserved. Since no
periodic boundary conditions are used, the system transforms from the symmetric
clathrate unit cell shown in Figure 3.3.2d into a disordered sphere of water and CO.
This structural rearrangement corresponds to the large fluctuations of the kinetic and
potential energy at the beginning of the simulation.
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If a cutoff of 30 Å is used, the total energy shows larger fluctuations, but it is still
roughly conserved. Since the initial unit cell length is 24.06 Å , only very few interac-
tions are outside the cutoff distance. With a cutoff of 20 Å, a large drift of about 100
kcal/mol is observed. For cutoffs of 12 Å the drifts becomes about five times larger.
If the same cutoff is usedwith periodic boundary conditions, the drift increases again.
The evaluation was done using a switching function analogous to the standard
CHARMM switching function.11 This function scales the electrostatic interaction en-
ergy and force smoothly to zero with distance and is therefore supposed to improve
the conservation of the total energy. However, for this evaluation the switching func-
tion did not reduce the total energy drift. The total energy curve was found to be
smoother, but the drift remained roughly the same as for equivalent tests without
switching function. Other functional forms for the energy scaling with distance have
also been tested, but no improvement in energy conservation was observed.
From these results, it is obvious that the use of cutoffs is much more problematic for
atomic multipole moments than for point charges. The errors due to cutting ener-
gies and forces with distance do not cancel. These findings are consistent with earlier
implementations of atomic multipole moments into the DLMulti force field for rigid
molecules and fragments.69 The tests for the DLMulti force field show furthermore
that even if Ewald summation is used, a drift in the total energy remains. Following
the interpretation given for that force field, these difficulties are due to the fact that in
contrast to point charges, higher multipole moments change their orientation if they
are outside the cutoff distance. Therefore, the error in potential energy does not can-
cel. Another problem may be that the entire system can have a net dipole moment,
which also leads to a drift in energy.
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3.4 Discussion: Important points to consider for
applications and further development
For a more general implementation of atomic multipole moments, the dependence
on reference axis systems is the major difficulty. This is not only due to the fact that
the reference axis systems have to be provided for all molecular geometries, but also
because of the dependence of the derivatives on the reference axis system. The dif-
ficulties are reduced considerably if approximate derivatives are used, which do not
include specific term for each reference axis system.
The use of approximate derivatives does not cause a direct problem in practice, since
for most problems, MD simulations can be carried out in the NVT or NPT ensemble,
where drifts in the total energy get absorbed. Nevertheless, the effects of errors in the
derivatives should not be neglected, since it is important that the sampling of the free
energy surface is not biased by systematic errors in the forces. This is not the case
if the effect of the errors changes the results of the simulation in a random fashion.
On the other hand, errors which e.g. systematically change the motion of one type of
atoms should not occur.
For these reasons, control quantities like the conservation of the total energy evalu-
ated in Section 3.3 should be used as a guideline to decide what system types the
approximation may be used for. As far as the use of approximate derivatives is con-
cerned, random errors are introduced if the rotation of the molecules is an oscillation
about an equilibrium orientation, or if the rotation is slow in general. This is the case
for solids and therefore for all systems in Section 4, namely CO in Myoglobin and
mixed ices. In contrast, the approximate derivatives should not be used for decom-
position studies of the same ice systems or for liquids. Therefore, the question which
level of accuracy should be used for a more general implementation depends on the
problem types to which the resulting atomic multipole force field is supposed to be
applied to.
The use of approximate derivatives and discussions about derivative accuracies is
not an issue present for standard force fields. In the field of ab initio MD in contrast,
this issue is commonly discussed,73,74 and criteria have been established to judge
how useful an approximation or level of accuracy may be. Such criteria are the fluc-
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tuations or drifts in total energy and the distribution of the energy to the different
degrees of freedom according to the equipartition theorem. For other algorithms like
path integral MD, it is accepted to systematically use separate thermostats for differ-
ent degrees of freedom75 or likewise to use Langevin dynamics. In this case, this is
dictated by the non-ergodicity of path intergral molecular dynamics.76
As the empirical force fields become more sophisticated, the use of approximate
derivatives and the availability of analytical derivatives also becomes an issue in this
area. This is the case for the atomic multipole moments shown here or also for polar-
izable force fields, for which a new MD algorithm to solve the problem has already
been proposed.77 It seems to the author that not all developers pay sufficient atten-
tion to this problem, since e.g. for the implementation of distributed multipoles and
polarizabilities in the TINKER force field,78 no discussion of control quantities can be
found in the literature. For the DLMulti force field in contrast, which includes atomic
multipole moments on rigid molecules and fragments, a detailed discussion is pro-
vided.69
Given all these considerations, it is difficult to make a final conclusion about the opti-
mal approach for the implementation of the derivatives in an atomic multipole force
field. However, it is clear that this is an important issue which should be handled
with care.
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"For seeing life is but a motion of Limbs, the begining whereof is in some principal part
within; why may we not say, that all Automata (Engines that move themselves...) have an
artificial life?"
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, 1651
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The Role of Higher CO-Multipole Moments in Understanding the
Dynamics of Photodissociated Carbonmonoxide in Myoglobin
Nuria Plattner and Markus Meuwly
Department of Chemistry, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland
ABSTRACT The influence of electrostatic multipole moments up to hexadecapole on the dynamics of photodissociated car-
bon monoxide (CO) in myoglobin is investigated. The CO electrostatic potential is expressed as an expansion into atomic
multipole moments of increasing order up to octopole which are obtained from a distributed multipole analysis. Three models
with increasingly accurate molecular multipoles (accurate quadrupole, octopole, and hexadecapole moments, respectively) are
developed and used in molecular dynamics simulations. All models with a fluctuating quadrupole moment correctly describe
the location of the B-state whereas the sign of the octopole moment differentiates between the FeCO and FeOC orientation.
For the infrared spectrum of photodissociated CO, considerable differences between the three electrostatic models are found.
The most detailed electrostatic model correctly reproduces the splitting, shift, and width of the CO spectrum in the B-state.
From an analysis of the trajectories, the spectroscopic B1 and B2 states are assigned to the FeCO and FeOC substates,
respectively.
INTRODUCTION
The energetics, dynamics, and spectroscopic characterization
of ligands in protein cavities provide fundamental informa-
tion about intermolecular interactions and their role in con-
trolling and influencing the relation between structure and
function in proteins. Experimental and computational studies
have revealed active sites within proteins which facilitate
specificity for ligand binding and catalysis (1–4). Despite the
remarkable progress in characterizing structural and dy-
namical aspects of ligands in protein active sites, the detailed
(i.e., atomistic) and quantitative understanding of spectro-
scopic and kinetic data remains a central topic of biophysical
research (5–7). One of the best studied examples, both ex-
perimentally and computationally, is the active site of myo-
globin (Mb). Apart from its biological importance in storing
and transporting dioxygen in the body, its involvement in
vasodilation and in scavenging nitric oxide, Mb together with
small diatomic ligands is a paradigm system for protein dy-
namics. Among these, photodissociated carbon monoxide
(CO) from Mb is particularly well characterized. For this
system, both structural and spectroscopic investigations for
free CO in the heme pocket have been carried out (8–11).
Photodissociated CO in myoglobin is a system which has
been investigated intensively by experiments (8–12) (low-
temperature and time-resolved x-ray crystallography) and
atomistic simulations (classical molecular dynamics (MD)
and mixed quantum mechanical/molecular mechanics (QM/
MM) MD simulations) (13–20). One general observation
from all these efforts is that the details of the apparently
simple processes of ligand dissociation and rebinding are
actually quite complex. For example, to correctly locate the
docking site (B-state) where the CO molecule settles after
breaking the Fe-CO bond in agreement with the experimental
findings (8,9) it was necessary to carry out atomistic simu-
lations with charge models which capture the quadrupole
moment of CO (13,16). Another feature which has repeatedly
attracted the attention of experimentalists (21) and theoreti-
cians (14,15,22,23) alike, is the split infrared spectrum of
photodissociated CO in the docking site which was originally
observed by Anfinrud and co-workers (9,24). The IR spec-
trum of MbCO shows two well-resolved bands (at 2130.5
cm1 and 2119.0 cm1), split by 11.5 cm1. Compared to
free CO (2143.3 cm1), the upper band is shifted by ;10
cm1 to the red whereas the lower band by ;20 cm1 (24).
The splitting has been associated with two possible orienta-
tions (states B1 and B2) of the COmolecule in the docking site,
either with the carbon closer to the iron center (Fe–CO) or with
the oxygen closer to the iron center (Fe–OC) (24). Some effort
has gone into identifying the spectroscopic states B1 and B2
with either Fe–CO and Fe–OC. Originally, the two peaks have
been assigned to Fe–CO (B2) and Fe–OC (B1) from an anal-
ysis of the rate of appearance of the two bands in polarization-
sensitive experiments (25). Further studies were based on
classical MD simulations (14,15), a combination of experi-
ment and density functional theory (DFT) calculations on
model compounds (21), MD simulations together with DFT
and quantum bound state calculations (22) and simulations
using the perturbed matrix method (23). The first two studies
did not explicitly correlate one state with a particular IR band
(14,15), whereas the next two studies (21,22) find that B1 cor-
relates with Fe–CO and B2 with Fe–OC. This contrasts with an
opposite assignment from recent PMM calculations (23).
It has been recognized for some time that the CO infrared
spectrum in the B-state depends on the accurate representation
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of the electrostatic interactions between CO and its envi-
ronment (13–15). But even with a refined fluctuating quad-
rupolar model for CO which correctly describes the location
of the B-state, the splitting of the IR spectrum, and the en-
ergetics for CO rotation (16), it was not possible to directly
correlate one spectral feature with a particular orientation
of the CO molecule relative to the heme-iron atom from
MD simulations (26). In this work, we address the question
whether a systematically improved description of the elec-
trostatics around the CO molecule together with atomistic
simulations can help us to quantitatively understand various
aspects of CO dynamics in the B-state. In a conventional
force field (27,28), the electrostatic potential is represented
by point charges, which are often obtained from a population
analysis of the Hartree-Fock wave function from ab initio
electronic structure calculations (29). Usually, atom-centered
charges are obtained by fitting atomic charges which opti-
mally reproduce the electrostatic potential (30,31) or by
adjusting the overall potential of reference systems to ex-
perimental data. Using atomic point charges to represent the
electrostatics around a molecule is largely a matter of conve-
nience, but is also supported historically. It has been dem-
onstrated in the past, in the theory of population analysis
algorithms, that point charges can be understood as a first term
in a multipole expansion (32,33). Each term represents the
corresponding multipole population of the ab initio electron-
density distribution. The expansion converges toward the
electrostatic potentials of the electron-density distribution on
which the analysis is based.
For carbon monoxide (CO), two point charges are not
sufficient to describe the electrostatic potential, because only
the dipole moment, which is very small, can be reproduced
accurately. In the past, different models have been developed
to represent the conformationally dependent or independent
dipole and quadrupole moment of CO accurately with respect
to gas phase data (13,16,34). Furthermore, the influence of
CO multipole moments in MD simulations of vapor-liquid
equilibria of pure CO has been investigated using point di-
pole and point quadrupole moments obtained from fitting to
thermodynamic data (35). In an earlier study (16), the split-
ting of the CO absorption band could be reproduced using a
three-point fluctuating charge model for the description of the
CO electrostatics. This study aims at systematically investi-
gating the influence of higher electrostatic moments than the
molecular quadrupole on the ligand-protein interaction in
MbCO. In particular it is of interest to determine whether
using a convergent mathematical expression for the electro-
static field around a ligand (CO) is directly related to a
stepwise improvement of the observables (IR spectrum,
probability density functions) calculated from them.
This work is structured as follows. First, the computational
methods used are described. Next, results from simulations
using increasingly detailed electrostatic models are pre-
sented. Finally, the results are discussed in view of experi-
mental and previous computational work.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Molecular dynamics simulations
The computational setup for the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
closely followed that of previous studies of photodissociated MbCO (16).
Briefly, hydrogen atoms were added to the x-ray structure (Protein Data Bank
reference 1MBC) (36), and the heme pocket was solvated by a 16 A˚ sphere of
equilibrated water molecules. The reaction region of 12 A˚ was centered on
the heme-Fe atom (see Fig. 1). The dynamics inside this region was described
using Newtonian dynamics, the dynamics in the buffer region (12–16 A˚) by
Langevin dynamics. Friction coefficients of 62 ps1 and 250 ps1 were
applied to the oxygen atoms of water and the remaining nonhydrogen atoms.
Nonbonded interactions were treated with a cutoff at 10 A˚. The sensitivity of
the results on the cutoff for the nonbonded interactions has been tested on a
subset of three trajectories, for which a nonbonded cutoff of 10 A˚ and 12 A˚
was used, respectively. Comparison of the averages over the three trajecto-
ries showed only minor differences. This is in agreement with findings from
Meller and Elber who used particle-mesh Ewald techniques for the electro-
statics (15). Bound MbCO was equilibrated for 70–140 ps before photo-
dissociation which was modeled by the sudden approximation (37): The
Fe-C bond was deleted and the bound parameters replaced by a repulsive
term during 0.1 ps of dynamics. After this, the different electrostatic models
were used for CO together with the CHARMM CO Van der Waals param-
eters and the RRKR bond potential for the CO stretching coordinate (38). For
comparison of the different electrostatic models (A, B, C, and C9; see below),
eight trajectories of 1 ns each were run and analyzed. For model C, which was
found to be the most accurate, eight additional trajectories were evaluated.
Simulations were carried out for both possible protonation states, Hisd 64 and
Hise64. The latter is the more likely (39–41), although the former was used in
several previous simulations (13,16) which also provided benchmarks for
this work.
The infrared spectrum for each trajectory is calculated from the time
dependence of the dipole moment of the CO molecule. The time correlation
function is accumulated over 2n time origins, where n is an integer such that
2n corresponds to between 1/3 and 1/2 of the trajectory, with the time origins
separated by 1 fs. This function can then be transformed to yieldC(v) using a
FIGURE 1 Myoglobin binding site together with the key residues and the
CO molecule. The coordinate system is defined with respect to the iron
center (green sphere) and the heme plane.
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fast-Fourier transform with a Blackman filter to minimize noise (42). The
final infrared adsorption spectrum is then calculated by evaluating
AðvÞ ¼ vf1 exp½v=ðkTÞgCðvÞ; (1)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin.
As a reference, the IR spectrum has also been calculated for free CO at
300K using the RRKR potential. The spectrum shows one line at 2183 cm1.
This corresponds to an offset of ;40 cm1 compared to the experimental
value which is consistent with previous investigations (16). The offset has
two different origins. First, it has been noted from simulations of CO in argon
(43) that the integration of the equations of motions using the Velocity-
Verlet algorithmwith a time step of 1 fs shifts the frequency by 16 cm1. The
remaining 24 cm1 can be attributed to the classical treatment of the an-
harmonic oscillator, which can be shown to have an energy-dependent
fundamental frequency vE,
vE ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ðDe  EtotÞ
m
s
; (2)
where Etot is the total energy of the oscillator. All IR spectra discussed
below are compared with the calculated spectrum for free CO (absorption at
2183 cm1).
Electrostatic models for CO
Multipole models
The distributed multipole algorithm (44) used here contains two different
allocation methods for the multipole moments: the more localized basis
functions are treated by a nearest-site algorithm. The less localized and
diffuse basis functions are partitioned through space using the Lebedev in-
tegration method (45) over a spherical grid with 590 points. The atomic radii
for this integration method are variable parameters. In this study, they have
been adjusted such as to reproduce the molecular moments as accurately as
possible for each model at the equilibrium C-O distance of 1.128 A˚. Fur-
thermore, the rank of multipoles is variable for each atom. Each molecular
moment is composed of all atomic moments of lower and equal rank and was
evaluated by using ORIENT (46).
Distributed multipoles are calculated using the program GDMA (44)
based on Gaussian (47) formatted checkpoint files. Distributedmultipoles for
all models were evaluated for C-O distances r 2 [0.8..1.5] A˚ separated by
0.1 A˚ using the B3LYP functional and the aug-cc-pVQZ basis set (48,49).
Different combinations of distributed multipoles on the two atoms have been
evaluated, finally leading to three models (see Table 1). It was found that
distributed multipole analysis (DMA) faithfully reproduces the multipole mo-
ments of CO from high-level ab initio calculations (50,51) and experiment (see
Fig. 2). Comparisons with other DFT methods and smaller basis sets showed
that the molecular moments converge toward the values from B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVQZ. The electrostatic potentials for the three models are represented as
contour plots in Fig. 3. They show that the most important changes with in-
creasing multipole order occur around the oxygen atom. In particular, whereas
for the simplest model A only attractive interactions appear around the oxygen
atom along the molecular axis, the more detailed model C has both attraction
and repulsion. The changes of all atomic moments q(r) as a function of the C-O
bond length are to a good approximation linear. Therefore, theywere described
by linear functions q(r) ¼ a 1 b(r – re) (see Fig. 4). Each atomic moment is
defined by two parameters: its value a at the equilibrium bond length re ¼
1.128 A˚ and the slope b for the change with bond length. The coefficients of
this linear expansion are given in Table 2.
Implementation of DMA
For the calculation of the atomic multipole moments, three additional mul-
tipole interaction terms in spherical tensor notation (52) have been im-
plemented into CHARMM (27). A linear molecule (such as CO) can be
oriented in a reference axis system for population analysis such that only the
tensor components in z-direction (or in one arbitrary direction) are perma-
nently populated. In the following, q(00), q(1z), q(20), and q(30) represent
the charge and the z-components of the dipole, quadrupole, and octopole
moment of atom sites a and b; R is the distance between the two atoms and
FIGURE 2 Molecular moments for the three electrostatic models for seven
C-O bond lengths between 0.8 and 1.4 A˚. (From top to bottom) Dipoles,
quadrupoles, octopoles, and hexadecapoles. Model A is represented by tri-
angles, model B by squares, and model C by circles. The solid lines represent
the CCSD(T) values (50,51). Dipole and quadrupole moment are in good
agreement with the ab initio data for all models. The octopole moment is
accurately represented by models B and C; the hexadecapole moment from
model C is the only one to qualitatively agree with the CCSD(T) calculations.
The vertical lines represent the classical turning points for CO for vCO¼ 0 with
the RRKR potential.
TABLE 1 Molecular moments of CO calculated from the
distributed multipoles on the C and O atom for models A–C
Molecular moments Highest atomic moment
m[ea0] Q[ea
2
0] V[ea
3
0] F[ea
4
0] Carbon Oxygen
Model A 0.04 1.48 2.68 3.33 Dipole Dipole
Model B 0.04 1.51 3.42 0.69 Dipole Quadrupole
Model C 0.04 1.51 2.86 9.03 Quadrupole Octopole
CCSD(T)
(50, 51)
0.051 1.47 3.46 9.07
Experiment* 0.048y –1.58z 4.15 –8.15
The multipole moments (in atomic units) are evaluated for the equilibrium
structure of CO.
*The values somewhat vary between experiments (for detailed information,
see (50,51)).
yThe experimental values have converged to this number.
zThis value varies between 1.4 and 1.68 ea20 for different experiments.
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raz is the direction cosine of a unit vector pointing from a to b. From the
distributed multipoles on each site, the overall, molecule-centered multipoles
are calculated with respect to the geometric center of the molecule using
standard formulae (46). The geometric center is chosen instead of the center
of mass to ensure that the electrostatic potential only depends on the elec-
tronic structure of a molecule; e.g., 14CO and 15CO should have the same
molecular moments.
For the charge-dipole, charge-quadrupole, and charge-octopole interac-
tions the contributions to the electrostatic interaction between site a on the
CO molecule (described by DMA) and site b (which is an atom of the sur-
rounding protein described by a point charge) is given by the following
equations:
Uð1z00Þ ¼ qð1zÞaqð00Þbr
a
z
R
2 ; (3)
Uð2000Þ ¼ qð20Þaqð00Þbð3ðr
a
zÞ2  1Þ
2R
3 ; (4)
Uð3000Þ ¼ qð30Þaqð00Þbð5ðr
a
zÞ3  3razÞ
2R
4 : (5)
For the simulations three different models are considered. Model A includes
atomic multipoles up to the dipole on each atom (C and O, i.e., (dipole/
dipole) on (C/O)), which allows us to accurately describe the quadrupole
moment of the CO molecule. Models B and C include (dipole/quadrupole)
and (quadrupole/octopole) moments which give accurate values for the
molecular octopole and hexadecapole, respectively. This data is summarized
in Table 1. To obtain a more complete picture of the relationship between the
convergent multipole expansion models and the trends in the corresponding
observables, an additional model (C9) was considered which includes atomic
moments up to octopole on both atoms. The molecular moments differ from
model C only in the hexadecapole moment, which is FCO ¼ 6.855 ea40
compared to FCO ¼ 9.025 ea40 from model C.
RESULTS
As mentioned in Computational Methods, simulations are
carried out for both protonation states of His-64 (Hisd64 and
Hise64). The first part of this section presents results for
Hisd64 which can be directly compared to previous simula-
tions which were based on the fluctuating charge model
(13,16). In the second part, where comparison with experi-
ment is made, results for Hisd64 and Hise64 are discussed.
Characterization of electrostatic models A–C
First, the influence of details of the electrostatic models on the
localization and IR spectra of CO after photodissociation are
presented. For this, eight independent 1-ns trajectories for
each electrostatic model (A–C) are compared. Model C9 is
not discussed in detail here because no significant differences
to model C were found.
Orientational preference and location of the B-state
Initially, the orientation of CO in the docking site (B-state)
was analyzed. The three electrostatic models differ mainly
in their prediction of the CO-orientation with respect to the
Fe atom which can be related to the difference d ¼ jrFeCCO
rFeOCO j between the iron-carbon and the iron-oxygen distance.
Considering atom-atom distances is equivalent to transforming
to spherical polar coordinates (u, f) but describes the quantity
relevant in this work (‘‘which CO-atom is closer to the Fe’’)
more directly.
The results can be divided into three categories: orienta-
tions with carbon closer to iron (FeCO substate), orienta-
tions with oxygen closer to iron (FeOC substate), and
FIGURE 3 Electrostatic potentials
for each of the three CO models. Model
A (left), model B (middle), and model C
(right). The colors mark the energy in
kcal/mol of a probe charge of 1e inter-
acting with the CO molecule, with the
oxygen at (0,0,0.564) A˚ and the carbon
at (0,0,–0.564) A˚. Contours (in kcal/
mol) are drawn for E. 3 (brown); 1.25
, E, 3 (gray), 0.5, E, 1.25 (blue),
0 , E , 0.5 (cyan), 0 , E , 0.5
(yellow), 0.5 , E . 1.25 (orange),
and 1.25 , E , 3 (red).
FIGURE 4 Atomic multipole moments for C-O bond lengths between 0.8
and 1.4 A˚ for model C. The left and right panels display the moments on the
carbon and oxygen atom, respectively. Charges are marked by circles,
dipoles by squares, quadrupoles by diamonds, and octopoles by triangles.
The variation of the atomic moments with bond length is, to a good approx-
imation, linear. This is also the case for the other two electrostatic models
(not shown).
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orientations for which both distances are similar, which in-
cludes all distance differences d# 0.3 A˚. The results (Fig. 5)
show that models B and C clearly prefer the FeCO orien-
tation, whereas model A prefers FeOC. This result does not
only hold for the average orientation over all trajectories, but
also for each individual trajectory. Comparison of the multi-
pole moments in Table 1 shows that the major difference
between model A and models B and C is the sign of the
octopole moment V, which appears to determine the pref-
erential orientation of unbound CO with respect to the Fe
atom in the B-state. These findings are also in agreement with
results from previous studies with a three-point fluctuating
charge model with V ¼ 0, which makes it an intermediate
case between models A and B/C. In MD simulations with the
three-point fluctuating point charge model a less clear pref-
erential orientation of CO in the B-state was found (16). The
sensitivity of the results with respect to the criterion for dis-
tinguishing the substates was checked by using d # 0.2 A˚,
and no significant differences were found.
In addition to the relative orientation of the CO with re-
spect to the heme-Fe atom it is also of interest to consider the
CO probability distribution in the B-state. These distributions
were analyzed in two ways. First, the center of mass of CO
was projected onto the heme plane. These distributions (not
shown) are similar to those from previous studies (16), with
slight variations for the individual trajectories. All models find
the docking site in a region between 3.5 to 4.5 A˚ away from
the Fe atom and lined by residues His-64, Phe-43, and Val-68,
which is consistent with experimental data from which it is
known that shortly after photodissociation the CO molecule
migrates to a metastable position (docking site or B-state)
above the heme plane. Furthermore, the location of the CO
molecule within the active site was characterized by consid-
ering the distance R between the geometric center of the CO
and the Fe atom (see Fig. 5). All three models agree qualita-
tively for the distributions p(R) with the exception that model
C shows a higher proportion of large Fe–CO separations.
Closer inspection of the trajectories reveals that these states
correspond to CO positions in the Xenon-4 pocket. Models
A–C and the previously developed fluctuating point charge
model have a fluctuating quadrupole and correctly find the
docking site whereas earlier work with a fixed three-point
charge model showed some deficiencies in locating the
B-state (16,53). In the x-ray structures the distance between the
Fe atom and the geometric center of CO is 3.96 A˚ (PDB code
1DWS) (8) and 3.31 A˚ (PDB code 1AJH) (9), respectively.
In conclusion, it is found that a fluctuating quadrupole
moment correctly describes the location of the B-state and
TABLE 2 Distributed multipole parameters for all electrostatic models
Model A Model B Model C Model C9
Charge[e]* C 0.563935[0.512792] 0.270293[0.227539] 0.563418[0.124576] 0.346638[0.073925]
Dipole[ea0] C 0.226197[–0.581893] 0.818143[–0.431636] 1.096170[–0.395194] 0.880978[–0.151487]
O 0.955840[0.390026] 0.180268[0.518313] 0.134258[0.5133167] 0.104431[0.177545]
Quadrupole[ea20] C 0.050725[0.087115] 0.036699[–0.028279]
O 0.562133[–0.324187] 0.467227[–0.453366] 0.624407[–0.087891]
Octopole[ea30] C 0.199193[0.197417]
O 1.774760[0.664064] 1.239752[–0.048944]
Radius[A˚] C 0.500 0.660 0.700 0.800
O 0.770 0.600 0.525 0.700
The values (a, [b]) refer to the equilibrium CO position and the linear changes (slope) of the moments as a function of the CO distance r (see main text). The
units for the slopes are e/a0, ea0/a0, ea
2
0/a0, and ea
3
0/a0, respectively. The radii are the relative atomic radii used for Lebedev integration in GDMA.
*Charges and changes of charge with bond length have opposite signs on oxygen.
FIGURE 5 (Left panel) Orientations
of the CO molecule for the three elec-
trostatic models: model A (solid), model
B (shaded), and model C (open). The
Fe-C and Fe-O distances are compared
at each step and divided into three cat-
egories: carbon closer to iron (FeCO
substate), oxygen closer to iron FeOC
substate), and distance differences d ,
0.3 A˚ (intermediate states). (Right panel)
Distances of CO center of mass to the
iron atom, calculated as the average of
the Fe-C and Fe-O distance. The numbers
indicate the distances at the center of each
bin. The distances at;8 A˚ correspond to
positions in the Xenon-4 pocket.
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the sign of the octopole moment differentiates between the
FeCO and FeOC orientation.
Infrared spectra of dissociated CO
Structural data of unligated CO in Mb is quite rare (8,54,55),
whereas the spectroscopic characterization provides more
detailed information about the electrostatic environment of
the ligand (11,24,25,56). Furthermore, because models B and
C give essentially identical geometrical properties with re-
spect to ligand orientation and the location of the B-state, it is
of interest to investigate whether IR spectra are sensitive to
higher-order multipole moments on the ligand. The experi-
mental spectrum of photodissociated CO is split into two
bands with different intensities, separated by 10 cm1 and
extending over ;20 cm1 (full-width at half maximum,
taken for each fitted Gaussian function separately). The more
intense of the two bands (the one at higher frequency) is
shifted to the red by 10 cm1 relative to free CO (24).
In the following, the IR spectra from simulations with the
three different electrostatic models (see Fig. 6) are discussed
separately. The IR spectra are calculated from the autocor-
relation function of the (fluctuating) dipole moment function
along the trajectory according to Computational Methods
(see above). Thus, the spectra displayed are directly com-
parable to experimental spectra and not power spectra. Dif-
ferences between the models are characterized in terms of the
shift with respect to free CO at 2183 cm1, the splitting of the
two bands, the bandwidths, and the relative band intensities.
The results are summarized in Table 3.
Model A
The simplest model includes atomic multipoles up to the
dipole on each atom. For this multipole model the FeOC
orientation is preferred (see Fig. 5). The spectrum averaged
over eight trajectories (black line in Fig. 6) is broad, extends
from 2139 cm1 to 2178 cm1 (full-width at half maximum
with respect to three Gaussian functions fitted to the spec-
trum) and does not show a clear splitting. The dominant peak
is centered at ;2172 cm1. Together with the structural in-
formation from Fig. 5 (clear preference of FeOC over
FeCO), this signal is tentatively assigned to the FeOC
state.
Model B
This model includes atomic multipoles up to quadrupole. The
frequency range is more narrow (full-width at half maximum
from 2167 cm1 to 2186 cm1) and the average spectrum
shows a clear splitting. The vibrational band at higher fre-
quency is not shifted with respect to free CO, in contrast to
experiment (24). The splitting of the average spectrum is
composed of the different shifts of the individual spectra and
the spectra of single trajectories are either not split or show
small splittings of ;4–10 cm1.
Model C
This model includes atomic multipoles up to octopole. The
full-width at half maximum extends from 2153 cm1 to
2184 cm1, which is intermediate between models A and B.
The average spectrum shows a splitting and a shift of both
bands compared to free CO, in qualitative agreement with
the experimental data. Quantitatively, the shift is smaller
(4 cm1) than the experimentally observed one (10 cm1).
A more detailed analysis with additional data is given in
FIGURE 6 Average IR spectra over eight trajectories of 1 ns for each of
the electrostatic models. The spectrum for model A (top) shows no clear
splitting; broadening and red shift are too large. Model B (center) shows a
splitting but no red shift compared to free CO. Model C (bottom) shows
values for shifts and splitting in agreement with experiment. The shaded line
indicates the frequency of free CO (2183 cm1).
TABLE 3 Characterization of the CO infrared spectra for the
different electrostatic models
Hisd 64 Hise64
Model A Model B Model C Model C Exp. (24)
Splitting [cm1] — 10.6 10.7 (13.8) 8.6 10
Shift [cm1] 11 0 4 (5) 3 10
Width [cm1] 39 19 31 (30) 32 32
Rel. intensities [%] — 19 37 (46) 85 67
For Hisd64 (model C), the number in brackets are averages over 16 trajec-
tories, whereas for models A and B, the averages are over eight independent
trajectories. For Hise64 the averages are over 24 trajectories. The splitting is
calculated from the fit to three Gaussian functions and the shift is reported
for the band at higher frequency relative to free CO. Widths are full-widths
at half maximum evaluated from the fit to three Gaussian functions. The rela-
tive band intensity is the maximum intensity of the band at lower frequency
relative to the maximum intensity of the band at higher frequency.
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the next section. In contrast to model B, the average splitting
is the result of the splittings and shifts in the spectra of each
individual trajectory, with splittings varying between 7 and
15 cm1.
Model C9
This model includes moments up to octopole on both atoms.
It differs from model C only in the magnitude of the hexa-
decapole moment. With a splitting of14 cm1, a red shift of
6 cm1, and a width of 33 cm1, the spectrum is very similar
to the one from model C (see Table 3). The deviations are
within the range of statistical errors estimated from comparing
the results from 8 and 16 trajectories for model C (Table 3).
This suggests that the spectra are converged with respect to the
multipole order on the ligand. Also, these values are in quite
favorable agreement with the experimental data.
Additional evaluation for the most accurate
electrostatic model
For model C, which most accurately describes higher multi-
pole moments of CO, eight additional trajectories for Hisd64
each 1 ns in length have been evaluated to better converge the
average spectra. Based on this data, the relation between the
dynamics of the CO molecule and the IR spectra has been
analyzed. To characterize the differences between proton-
ation at Hisd64 and Hise64, additional simulations (24 tra-
jectories of 1 ns length) were carried out for the Hise64
protonation with model C.
Relationship between CO orientation and absorption
band intensities
It was already previously noted that extracting splittings in
the wavenumber range in the IR spectrum from MD simu-
lations alone may be difficult (15) and obscured through
sampling of a multitude of substates which give rise to
slightly different vibrational frequencies (26). Thus, in the
following, an attempt is made to correlate structural aspects
with spectroscopic features.
Hisd64
Each of the 16 trajectories samples both substates (FeCO
and FeOC) but with a different probability density for the
two states according to the criterion (magnitude of d) dis-
cussed in Orientational preference and location of the B-state.
Thus, the 16 trajectories for model C have been divided into
three groups. The first group (group I, least preference for
FeCO) contained seven trajectories with ,60% of the
FeCO population, group II had six trajectories with be-
tween 60 and 70%, and group III (high FeCO preference)
had three trajectories with .70% in the FeCO substate.
Averages of the IR spectra have been calculated over all in-
dividual groups and three Gaussian functions were found to
faithfully represent the average spectrum. The average over
trajectories with dominant FeCO preference (group III)
shows mainly one broad band, whereas the average over
group I (less pronounced FeCO preference, and therefore
larger contributions of the FeOC substate) shows a clear
splitting into two bands. The main peaks of the two states are
separated by 13 cm1. In Fig. 7, the average spectrum from
group I is compared to the average over all trajectories. Thus,
the signal at lower wavenumber which only appears if the
FeOC state is sufficiently populated, is assigned to the B2
state. These findings are in accord with the identification of
the two bands as the FeCO (B1) and FeOC (B2) substate
(21,22) and are at variance with the recently published iden-
tification of the lower band as the FeCO substate and the
higher band as the FeOC substate (see also Discussion) (23).
Hise64
The analysis of the orientations of CO with respect to iron for
Hise64 showed a different distribution of the substates. The
population for all three electrostatic models is shifted toward
larger contributions of the FeOC substate, with model C
showing only a moderate preference for the FeCO orien-
tation. The 24 trajectories were again divided into three
groups as follows:
Group I (least preference for FeCO) contains six trajec-
tories with ,30% FeCO.
Group II (intermediate) contains 12 trajectories.
FIGURE 7 Hisd64: Relation between CO orientation with respect to iron
and IR spectra. Average spectra are calculated over the seven trajectories
with ,60% of FeCO substate (group I, dashed line) and over all
trajectories (solid line). The dotted line represents the raw (unfitted) data
for the average over all trajectories. The sum of three Gaussian functions is
fitted to the averages. The comparison shows that the shoulder at 2163 cm1
of the average over all spectra can be identified with the FeOC substate,
since it appears more pronounced in the dashed spectrum, where only
trajectories with larger proportion of the FeOC substate are taken into
account. The average percentage of each substate for the evaluated group I
and for all trajectories is shown in the figure below. Dashed and solid lines in
the diagram correspond to dashed and solid lines in the spectrum.
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Group III (highest preference for FeCO) contains the
remaining six trajectories with .42% of FeCO.
The averaged CO infrared spectra for each group are shown
in Fig. 8. From this it is found that trajectories with a stronger
preference for FeCO contribute more to the upper band (at
2180 cm1), whereas trajectories with a stronger preference
for the FeOC orientations contribute more to the lower
band (at 2172 cm1). This agrees with the findings for the
Hisd64 protonation state. The feature at ;2155 cm
1 can be
related to CO positions close and above the iron center with
high contributions of the FeOC substate.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study the influence of higher multipole moments on
the dynamics and spectroscopy of photodissociated CO in the
B-state of myoglobin has been systematically investigated.
The CO molecule is described by atom-centered multipole
moments on the carbon and the oxygen atom which were
derived from a distributed multipole analysis (DMA). The
protein environment, on the other hand, is treated with con-
ventional point charges. For CO, three increasingly detailed
charge models were used which differ in their ability to re-
produce the experimentally known molecular multipole
moments. Model A correctly describes the dipole and quad-
rupole moment, whereas model B reproduces the octopole
moment and model C gives a satisfactory hexadecapole
moment (with some deficiencies for the octopole moment).
The results from the MD simulations show that all models
with fluctuating moments which correctly describe the
quadrupole moment are capable of locating the docking site
(B-state) in agreement with experimental data. On the other
hand, the average orientation of the CO molecule with re-
spect to the heme-Fe atom (Fe–CO versus Fe–OC) in the
B-state sensitively depends upon the sign of the octopole
moment V. For the simplest model A, the Fe–OC substate is
the dominant one, whereas withmodels B and C, Fe–CO is the
more probable state. This is consistent with previous simula-
tions (16) which were based on a fluctuating charge model
with V ¼ 0 (i.e., intermediate between model A and models
B/C) where it was found that the Fe–CO state is more stable.
One particular advantage of molecular dynamics simula-
tions is that the infrared spectrum can be calculated directly
from the Fourier transform of the dipole autocorrelation
function. Such a procedure includes the full dynamics and
treats the energetics and spectroscopy at an equal level. This
is not the case for the combined MD/DFT/quantum bound
state (22) and the PMM (23) calculations. All models used in
this work correctly describe m(r) over the range of r which is
sampled in the vibrational ground and low excited states (see
Fig. 2). Thus, the differences between the infrared spectra can
be directly related to how CO interacts with its environment
which, in turn, influences the space sampled by the photo-
dissociated ligand. Contrary to previous efforts to relate
structural and spectroscopic features (21–23), this work re-
tains a maximum of information about the dynamically
changing environment around the ligand. Earlier work re-
lated to this question suffers from different shortcomings. In
the combined MD/DFT/quantum bound state work the fre-
quency distribution was based on 50 snapshots. Although
this number is considerable given the computational effort to
determine the CO stretching potentials, some uncertainty
remains as to the convergence of the results. However, a
statistical analysis suggested that the principal findings
should not change dramatically upon increasing the number
of snapshots used (22). The PMM study included 21,000
snapshots at the expense of only using a minimal QM region
(the CO molecule) which was treated with B3LYP/aug-cc-
pVTZ whereas all other atoms were represented by point
charges (23). This may influence the CO-vibrations because
they depend on howwell the interactions between CO and the
nearby heme and His-64 residues are described. Such effects
can also be seen in this study and are discussed below.
The extensive MD simulations for both protonation states
(d, e) of His-64 lead to a split IR spectrum except for the
simplest charge model A, which is the least reliable one.
From grouping the trajectories using model C into those
which sample the Fe–CO more (.70%) or less (,60%)
extensively it is possible to relate the signal at lower wave-
numbers to the Fe–OC conformation and the band at higher
wavenumbers to the Fe–CO state. This is the assignment also
found from the MD/DFT/quantum bound state calculations.
Further (indirect) support for this assignment is provided by
the IR spectrum from model A which predominantly samples
the Fe–OC state (see Fig. 6). The corresponding IR spectrum
FIGURE 8 Hise64: Relation between CO orientation with respect to iron
and IR spectra. Averages are calculated over six spectra belonging to
trajectories with the highest population of FeCO substate (solid line), six
spectra belonging to trajectories with the highest population of FeOC
substate (dashed), and over all trajectories (dotted). The sum over three
Gaussian functions is fitted to each average. The average percentage of
each substate for the evaluated groups is shown in the figure below. Dashed
and solid lines in the diagram correspond to dashed and solid lines in the
spectrum.
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has a large peak in the wavenumber region (2170 cm1)
where models B and C have their low-intensity bands. The
calculated splitting from models B and C is between 8.6 and
12.8 cm1, depending on the protonation state of His-64.
This is in very good agreement with experiment which finds a
splitting of 10 cm1. Furthermore, the overall width and
shape of the spectra correspond to the experimentally ob-
served ones. The average over all spectra for Model C
evaluated for Hisd64 and Hise64 is compared to the experi-
mental spectrum (24) in Fig. 9. For Hisd64, the intensity of
the lower band is slightly weaker than in the experiment, the
splitting is too large by;3 cm1 and the shift with respect to
free CO is ;5 cm1 smaller. For Hise64, the intensity of the
lower band is stronger than in the experiment, the splitting is
too small by;1 cm1 and the shift with respect to free CO is
;7 cm1 smaller. The overall widths and lineshapes of the
spectra (flat at the red end and steep at the blue end) closely
reflect those observed experimentally (see Fig. 9) and found
in previous simulations (16) and differs from the almost
symmetric lineshape found in the PMM simulations (23)
which may be related to the small size of the QM region (CO
molecule) and to the fact that the harmonic approximation
was used in calculating the CO frequencies. For both Hisd64
and Hise64, the relative band intensities correctly find the
lower band to be less intense than the band at higher fre-
quency. Overall, the results for Hise64 reflect the experi-
mental data somewhat better than for Hisd64. However, the
difference between the results for Hisd64 and Hise64 does not
only depend on the electrostatic model for the CO molecule,
but also on the parameterization of the histidine residue. His-
64 is described here by a conventional point charge model,
which may be insufficient to capture additional details of the
two protonation states. This could be an explanation for the
larger difference between the two states observed in previous
QM/MM calculations including the CO molecule and the
binding site environment in the quantum-mechanical part
(22) where His-64 was treated quantum mechanically. To
fully understand these discrepancies, more accurate de-
scriptions of the entire binding site will be required.
One further comparison with experimental data can be
made from these simulations. Using pump-probe experi-
ments it has been observed that the center frequency of the
CO stretch shifts as a function of the time after photodisso-
ciation (11,57–59). This was attributed to the memory of the
CO molecule of the bound state. Upon photodissociation, the
CO fundamental frequency changes from 1950 cm1
(bound or A-state) to 2130 cm1 (unbound state). This
change occurs on a timescale which is considerably longer
than the photodissociation process itself. Experimentally, the
spectra for times 0.3–100 ps after photodissociation (57)
show a blue shift of 4 cm1 whereas at longer times (10–
100 ns after dissociation) the band shifts by another2 cm1
to the blue (11). From the simulations, the upper band of the
IR spectrum at times 100 ps, 200 ps, 500 ps, and 1 ns after
photodissociation is found to gradually shift to the blue by
10 cm1. The center frequency of the upper band is located
at 2168 cm1 after 100 ps and shifted to 2178 cm1 at 1 ns,
which is consistent with the experimental data for the high-
frequency band (57). However, quantitatively the calculated
blue shift of 10 cm1 between 100 ps and 1 ns is too large.
Possible reasons are the different quality of the stretching
potential for bound and unbound CO and the fact that the
electrostatic interaction between CO and the surrounding
protein influences the stretching frequency. Furthermore,
short dipole-dipole autocorrelation functions (for times early
after photodissociation) are less reliable and lead to an arti-
ficial broadening of the spectra for short timescales. Thus, the
uncertainty in the maximum absorption frequency is larger
for early times compared to later times.
The IR spectra calculated for the different electrostatic
models show a trend toward better agreement with experi-
ment as the accuracy of the electrostatic models is improved.
This is observed for the splittings, the red shifts with respect
to free CO, the bandwidths, and the relative band intensities
(Table 3). A comparison of all these features reveals that
overall, model C, as the most accurate electrostatic model,
shows the best agreement with experiment. Thus, it is found
that using systematically improved descriptions of the elec-
trostatics around CO yields improved calculations for struc-
tural and spectroscopic features of the CO dynamics in the
main binding site of myoglobin.
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of calculated and experimental spectra (Fig. 4 B
from (24)). The computed spectra (shaded) are averages over 16 trajectories
for Hise64 (top) and 24 trajectories for Hise64 (bottom). In both cases, three
Gaussian functions have been fitted to the average spectrum. For direct
comparison, the maximum of the high frequency band from the calculated
and the experimentally observed spectrum (24) is separately aligned for both
cases. The width and the splitting for the spectrum with Hise64 better repro-
duces the experimental data.
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1. Introduction
Water and carbon monoxide (CO) are abundant molecules in
inter- and circumstellar grain mantles. They occur in dense
zones of the interstellar medium, such as star-forming regions
and dark clouds. Both water and CO have been detected in
these areas by using infrared spectroscopy, their presence
being confirmed by comparison with laboratory work. Inter-
stellar water ice was first identified through a strong band at
3279 cm1 (the symmetric OH-stretching motion). This band
was later assigned to water ice by detailed laboratory work.[1]
In the case of carbon monoxide, the characteristic absorption
band around 2139 cm1 was assigned to solid CO.[2]
The infrared spectrum of CO incorporated in H2O ice at 10 K
shows two features at about 2138 and 2152 cm1. The two
bands are referred to as the nonpolar and polar components,
respectively, and are related to CO molecules interacting with
species, such as H2O or NH3, through (polar) hydrogen bonds
and to CO molecules interacting with each other (or with CO2)
through (nonpolar) van der Waals interactions. Upon heating,
the high-frequency band disappears and the main band shifts
from 2138 to 2136 cm1.[3, 4] The 2152 cm1 band appears to be
absent in astronomical spectra, which is attributed to the fact
that in interstellar ices, the dangling-OH binding sites either
are not accessible to CO molecules or do not exist.[5] Laborato-
ry studies show that the exact frequency and shape of the CO
absorption band varies depending on the particular ice envi-
ronment. The CO absorption band has been measured in ices
composed of water, CO, and a third species including meth-
ane, CO2 or acetone.
[6–8] Furthermore, CO absorption spectra
have also been measured for different CO/water fractions and
at different temperatures.[3, 6,9] These studies establish that
composition and thermodynamic conditions influence the
shape, width, and splitting of the CO absorption band.
Herein, we focus on the splitting of the CO absorption band
observed at temperatures below 70 K in water-rich ice. Ices of
such compositions are known to be amorphous,[3,10] which
makes direct crystallographic characterization difficult (if not
impossible). Nevertheless, splitting into two discrete bands
suggests that despite the lack of global crystal symmetry, a lo-
cally defined structure may be possible. Historically, splitting of
the CO absorption band has been attributed to CO being
either substitutional (i.e. replacing one water molecule), which
leads to the red-shifted band, or interstitial (occupation of a
void), which should lead to the blue-shifted band.[4] Herein, we
use atomistic simulations to characterize the CO vibration in a
heterogeneous environment and correlate the spectroscopic
signatures with structural features. The splittings and shifts of
the infrared bands are sufficiently small to warrant the use of
detailed interaction models. It has been shown that represent-
ing the electrostatic field around a CO molecule by including
higher multipole moments allows one to carry out atomistic
simulations, which provide quantitative information, and assist
assignments of experimental data.[11–13] Herein, we use the
best-available CO model (without modification) in simulations
of CO in ices and assess a number of electrostatic representa-
tions with rigid and flexible water models. The work is struc-
tured as follows: First, we explain the computational methods
and simulation systems used. Then, we describe our results on
the structures and infrared spectra, together with the radial
The experimental absorption band of carbon monoxide (CO) in
mixed ices has been extensively studied in the past. The astro-
physical interest in this band is related to its characteristic shape,
which appears to depend on the surrounding ice structure.
Herein, molecular dynamics simulations are carried out to ana-
lyze the relationship between the structure of the ice and the in-
frared (IR) spectrum of embedded CO molecules at different con-
centrations. Instead of conventional force fields, anharmonic po-
tentials are used for the bonded interactions. The electrostatic in-
teractions are more accurately described by means of fluctuating
atomic multipole moments (up to quadrupole). The experimental-
ly observed splitting of the CO absorption band (gas phase:
2143 cm1) into a blue- (2152 cm1) and a red-shifted
(2138 cm1) signal is also found in the simulations. Complemen-
tary atomistic simulations allow us to relate the spectra with the
structural features. The distinction between interstitial and substi-
tutional CO molecules as the origin of this splitting is found to be
qualitatively correct. However, at increasing CO concentrations,
additional effects—such as mutual interactions between CO mol-
ecules—become important, and the simplistic picture needs to be
revised.
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distribution functions, and finally, we discuss our findings in
view of the experimental data and draw our conclusions.
Experimental and Computational Methods
Interaction Potentials and Parametrizations: All simulations were
carried out using the CHARMM program,[14] with provisions for
evaluating electrostatic interactions involving higher distributed
multipoles (DMs, see below). The CO bond potential was described
by a spectroscopically accurate anharmonic RRKR (rotational Ryd-
berg–Klein–Rees) potential,[15,16] which has the functional form of a
distorted Morse potential, and the electrostatic interactions were
described by atomic multipole moments based on the distributed
multipole analysis (DMA),[17,18] which accurately represent the mo-
lecular moments up to hexadecapole[13] (see Table 1).
For the water molecule, both a rigid (TIP3P[19]) and a flexible [the
Kumagai, Kawamura, and Yokokawa (KKY) potential[20]] model were
used. As was previously reported, the KKY potential parameters
need to be reparametrized to reproduce the water gas-phase fre-
quencies.[21] In the simulations with TIP3P, the intramolecular de-
grees of freedom in water were constrained by using the SHAKE al-
gorithm.[22] For the electrostatic interactions, two alternatives were
used, namely, TIP3P-standard point charges and DMs including
point charges plus additional atomic moments up to quadrupole
on oxygen, and up to dipole on hydrogen (see Table 2). Four differ-
ent models (intramolecular degrees of freedom/electrostatics) were
considered: A) TIP3P/TIP3P, B) TIP3P/DMA, C) KKY/TIP3P, and
D) KKY/DMA. It should be noted that model C is imbalanced be-
cause the charges are not parametrized for use with flexible water.
It has been shown that in the case of flexible bonds, the nonbond-
ed parameters need to be adapted.[23] Nevertheless, this model
was used to test whether markedly different results were found by
using an imbalanced representation for the water molecules. All
simulations were carried out with periodic boundary conditions
and a simulation box with dimensions: 35G31G29 H . For the rigid
water models (namely, A and B), the integration time step was 1 fs.
This time was reduced to 0.4 fs for the simulations carried out
using the flexible water models (C and D).
The infrared (IR) spectrum was calculated from the Fourier trans-
form of the dipole-moment autocorrelation function C(t), which
was accumulated over 2n time origins, where n is an integer such
that 2n corresponds to between 1/3 and 1/2 of the trajectory, with
the time origins being separated by 1 fs. The function C(t) was
then transformed to C(w), thereby using a fast Fourier transform
with a Blackman filter to minimize noise.[24] The final infrared ab-
sorption spectrum A(w) was then calculated from Equation (1):
AðwÞ ¼ wf1exp ½w=ðkTÞgCðwÞ ð1Þ
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in
Kelvin.
To compare the calculated band positions and their shifts with the
experiments, we calculated reference stretching frequencies for
gas-phase CO using the RRKR potential. The calculation included
ten trajectories for free CO with time steps of 0.4 and 1 fs. The
free-CO stretching band was found at 2187 cm1 in the simulations
carried out using a time step of 1 fs (for models A and B) and at
2172 cm1 when a time step of 0.4 fs was used (models C and D).
Deviations between the ten trajectories were small (0.2 cm1). The
offsets of 44 cm1 (between 2187 cm1 obtained in the simulations
with Dt=1 fs and the experimental value of 2143 cm1 [25]) and
29 cm1 (between the simulated value of 2172 cm1 obtained with
Dt=0.4 fs and the experimental value) have two different origins.
First, simulations of CO in argon[26] have shown that integration of
the equations of motion using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a
time step of Dt=1 fs systematically shifts the frequency by
16 cm1. When smaller time steps are used, the error and frequen-
cy shift decrease. The remaining 28 cm1 (for Dt=1 fs) can be at-
tributed to the classical treatment, which for a Morse oscillator
[V(r)=DeACHTUNGTRENNUNG(1exp[a ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(rre)])2] , has an energy-dependent fundamen-
tal frequency wE [Eq. (2)]:
wE ¼ a
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 De  Etotð Þ
m
s
ð2Þ
where Etot is the total energy of the particular simulation, De is the
dissociation energy, re is the equilibrium bond length and a de-
scribes the steepness of the repulsive wall. All IR spectra discussed
below are compared with the calculated spectrum for free CO
(2187 or 2172 cm1).
Structural Setups: The simulations were started from different ini-
tial structures. To test the hypothesis that CO molecules at intersti-
tial and substitutional sites are responsible for the two main fre-
quencies, CO molecules were positioned in a hexagonal ice struc-
ture. This setup is referred to as initial structure (I). Hexagonal ice
was chosen as a starting point, since it is the most probable struc-
ture for pure water ice in the low-temperature and low-pressure
region of the phase diagram. Other structures of water ice include
cubic ice (metastable) and ice XI, of which the formation is kineti-
cally very unfavorable in pure water ice. The CO positions were
chosen either at the position of a water molecule (substitutional)
or in voids between the water molecules (interstitial). This setup
was made for one and for five CO molecules of either type (two
and ten CO molecules in total).
Table 1. Molecular moments of CO calculated from the distributed multi-
poles on the C and O atoms. The multipole moments (in atomic units)
are evaluated for the equilibrium structure of CO.
m [ea0] V [ea0
2] W [ea0
3] F [ea0
4]
DMA[13] 0.04 1.51 2.86 9.03
CCSD(T)[33,34] 0.051 1.47 3.46 9.07
experiment[a] 0.048[b] 1.58[c] 4.15 8.15
[a] The values vary somewhat between experiments; for detailed informa-
tion, see refs. [33, 34] . [b] The experimental values converge to this
number. [c] This value varies between 1.4 and 1.68 ea02 for different
experiments.
Table 2. Electrostatic moments for the water multipole model. The
values correspond to a spherical tensor notation.
Charge [e] Dipole [ea0] Quadrupole [ea0
2]
q10 q11s q20 q22c
oxygen 0.700 0.131 – 0.030 0.800
hydrogen 0.350 0.010 0.010[a] – –
[a] Opposite signs on the two hydrogen atoms.
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More realistic—that is, amorphous—structures were generated as
follows:
II) Starting from a hexagonal ice structure containing 1024 water
molecules, between 40 and 60 CO molecules (to reflect the
H2O:CO ratio used in the experiments) were positioned in a
random fashion.
III) Starting from the structures generated in (I), all the water mole-
cules within a distance 120, 1.5, 1.8, and 2.3 H of any CO molecule
were removed. These structures were equilibrated for 50 ps at
20 K. This setup leads to H2O:CO ratios between 10:1 and 20:1.
Such small amounts of CO ensure that the environment of each
CO molecule is primarily composed of water molecules, so that
spectral features can be predominantly related to CO–water inter-
actions. Experimental data corresponding to such ratios are de-
scribed in the literature.[6] This initial structure was equilibrated
during 50 ps at 20 K.
IV) The structure obtained in (III) with 1=1.8 was equilibrated by
simulated annealing: After heating to 200 K, the structure was
equilibrated for 50 ps at 150 K (setup IV.1), and 50 K (setup IV.2).
The initial ordering of the water molecules is rapidly lost during
the heating process; structural elements start to reform locally at
low temperatures.
Subsequently, molecular dynamics simulations were run from
structures generated according to procedures (II) to (IV). Starting
from these initial structures, each trajectory included 20 ps of heat-
ing to the target temperature (20 or 60 K) and equilibration, fol-
lowed by 100 ps of production run in the (NVT) ensemble. The re-
sults of the simulations performed with 40 CO molecules are quali-
tatively similar to those obtained with 60 CO molecules and are
thus not discussed.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. IR Spectra
Results obtained for the IR frequencies and the CO molecules
corresponding to the different vibrations are shown in Figure 1
for the initial setup (I). For two CO molecules in the ice struc-
ture (Figure 1A), a substitutional CO is responsible for the low-
frequency band, whereas an interstitial CO molecule gives the
high-frequency band. This agrees with the original hypothesis
(see Introduction). As more CO molecules are inserted (see Fig-
ure 1B,C), the frequency bands broaden and split and can no
longer be attributed to two clearly distinguishable positions.
Some frequencies of interstitial CO molecules are blue-shifted,
while some frequencies of substitutional CO molecules are
red-shifted, but most frequencies are in-between (the arrows
relate frequencies and CO molecules within the ice structure),
with no clear differentiation between interstitial and substitu-
tional CO molecules. For higher CO concentrations (namely,
60 CO molecules, see Figure 1, right), individual CO lines are re-
placed by two broad bands with peaks at 2179 cm1 (red-shift-
ed by 8 cm1 from the free-CO peak) and at 2192 cm1 (blue-
shifted by 5 cm1 from the free-CO peak). The initial hexagonal
ice structure is still preserved to some extent.
To investigate whether these effects can also be found in ex-
perimentally and astrophysically more relevant ice structures,
we also carry out simulations for setups II to IV. Figure 2 shows
the IR spectrum of CO in ice (with model B) for different
H2O:CO mixtures using initial structures generated according
to setup III (see above). The mixtures lead to CO concentra-
tions of 5.5, 5.7, 5.9, and 6.9% and densities of 1.06, 1.03, 1.00,
and 0.85 gmL1. All the spectra are broad and exhibit one or
two main peaks. For lower densities, the low-frequency peak is
considerably more pronounced, whereas for increasing densi-
ties, the absorption is shifted to the blue.
In the case of setup III, the IR spectra obtained from the MD
simulations for models A, B, and D are all qualitatively similar.
They show a split CO spectrum in which one band is blue-
shifted and the other one is red-shifted at 20 K. At 60 K, the in-
tensity of the blue-shifted band is significantly reduced or dis-
appears altogether, which is in agreement with the experi-
ments.[6, 9] The intensities and positions of the absorption
bands vary somewhat between different setups [(II) to (IV)] for
the same model and between the models. Representative re-
sults for models B and D and setups III, IV.1, and IV.2 are sum-
marized in Table 3. These results show that the splitting is re-
produced for all setups at 20 K. Compared to the experiments,
the redshift is generally slightly too large and the blueshift
slightly too small. In contrast to models B and D, the splitting
disappears in the simulations of model A with setup IV. For
model C, no clear splittings are found, and the blueshift of the
remaining absorption is either very small or negligible, even at
low temperatures.
In summary, interaction models B and D (electrostatics with
DMA) yield IR spectra that are in good agreement with the ex-
perimental data, whereas model C is found to disagree in all
setups. In the case of model A, the results are inconclusive.
2.2. Structural Differences between Different Setups and
Water Models
Quantitative characterization of the structural differences be-
tween the models (A to D) and setups (I to IV) is achieved by
means of radial distribution functions (RDFs). The RDFs that
characterize the global structure of the ice are water oxygen–
oxygen gOO(r), oxygen–hydrogen gOH(r), and hydrogen–hydro-
gen gHH(r) distributions. A comparison of gOO(r) for the four dif-
ferent interaction models using setup IV.2 at 20 K is shown in
Figure 3A. The main difference between the water models is
the position of the first maximum, which varies between 2.71
and 2.76 H (see insets in Figure 3). Experimentally, the maxi-
mum is found around 2.8 H at room temperature.[27] The loca-
tion of the first maximum is dependent on the ice structure,
the temperature, and the pressure. In constant-p simulations,
its location depends on the electrostatics and the bond poten-
tial used for water. A comparison between setups III and IV.2
(using the most accurate interaction model, D) is shown in Fig-
ure 3B for simulations at 20 and 60 K. Structural changes are
observed between the trajectories at the two temperatures.
More pronounced changes occur during simulated annealing,
which is shown by the difference between solid and dashed
lines in Figure 3B. The long-range ordering is less pronounced
for setup IV.2 than for setup III, which is attributed to the fact
that starting from a hexagonal ice structure, not all structural
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features of the ice disappear when setup III is used instead of
setup IV.2, where simulated annealing destroys most of the
long-range order. Overall, the structural differences are small
and seem to depend more on the initial setup (see Figure 3B)
than on the water model.
To better understand the origin of the split IR spectra, we
analyze the distribution functions of both the water-oxygen
and the hydrogen atoms around the CO carbon [i.e. gO(W)C(CO)(r)
and gH(W)C(CO)(r)] and the CO oxygen [i.e. gO(W)O(CO)(r) and
gH(W)O(CO)(r)] . The results obtained for models A to D using setup
IV.2 are shown in Figure 4A,B. In the region between 3 and
4 H, several distinct maxima are found for models B (grey trace
in Figure 4A) and D (grey trace in Figure 4B). The positions of
these maxima vary not only between different models, but
also between different setups for the same models. Thus, the
characteristic feature is the existence of defined local struc-
tures around the CO molecules rather than their geometry.
RDFs for models A and C are much more uniform, which sug-
gests that the water environment is similar for all CO mole-
cules. The same applies to the simulations performed with all
models at 60 K. One example for model D is shown in Fig-
ure 4C. Thus, the existence of locally defined structures is most
likely to be related to the split CO frequency, which for this
particular simulated annealing run is observed only for mod-
els B and D. If the gO(W)O(CO)(r) functions are calculated for simu-
lations starting from setup III, models A, B, and D show distinct
Figure 1. Relationship between structure and IR spectrum. Panels A to C show different structures after 100 ps of simulation (at 20 K) together with the corre-
sponding IR spectra. The structure in (A) is obtained by inserting one CO molecule at an interstitial position and another one as replacement for a water mol-
ecule; in (B) this is done for five CO molecules of each type; C) is obtained by random insertion of 60 CO molecules.
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peaks (such as the grey traces in Figure 4A,B) in the RDFs at
20 K, which are partially identified as structural elements of the
initial hexagonal ice structure. The corresponding infrared
spectra of CO are split for all three simulations. On the contra-
ry, the simulations performed with model C show neither dis-
tinct peaks in the RDF nor splitting of the spectrum for any
setup.
In summary, a split IR spectrum is observed under two con-
ditions: For models B and D (DMA for electrostatics), splitting
always occurs at low temperatures, whereas in the case of
models A (TIP3P), B, and D, splitting will only be observed if
the simulations start from structures that still contain residual
ordering (hexagonal). For model C and all setups, no splitting
is observed. Rearrangement of the structures around the in-
serted CO molecules is dominated by the molecular electro-
statics of the water model. Splitting of the CO stretch is ob-
served if locally defined structures around each CO molecule
exist and persist during the simulations. These structures can
be formed by rearrangement of the ice, if the corresponding
water model accurately describes the molecular electrostatics,
or they can result from incomplete rearrangement of the initial
hexagonal ice, as observed for model A. In the case of
model C, the ice rearranges very rapidly and does not form lo-
cally defined structures. Consequently, no splitting is observed.
2.3. Structure–Frequency Relationships
Analysis of the RDFs for the different interaction models al-
ready shows correlations between an observable splitting of
the CO band and the structural elements of the surrounding
ice. However, it does not allow us to relate the frequencies of
individual CO molecules to the structure of their environment.
Figure 2. Relationship between structure and frequency. The spectra are
evaluated for different CO/water compositions [densities of 1.06 (top), 1.03,
1.00, and 0.85 gmL1 (bottom)] from simulations carried out using model B.
The dashed line indicates the position of free CO at 20 K.
Table 3. Spectroscopic results obtained from MD simulations for the interaction models B and D with 60 CO molecules (for setups III and IV).
Rigid water + multipoles Flexible water + multipoles
temperature [K] red[a] [cm1] blue[b] [cm1] rel. intensity[c] [%] red[a] [cm1] blue[b] [cm1] rel. intensity[c] [%]
setup III 20 11 +8 63 4 +11 75
(average over three trajectories) 60 8 – – 4 – –
setup IV.1 20 6 +5 57 13 +2 41
60 10 – – 8 – –
setup IV.2 20 13 +2 45 10 +3 59
(average over three trajectories) 60 14 – – 7 – –
[a] Position of the red-shifted maximum with respect to free CO. [b] Position of the blue-shifted maximum with respect to free CO. [c] Relative absorption
intensity of the blue-shift maximum with respect to the red-shift maximum.
Figure 3.Water oxygen–oxygen radial distribution functions (RDFs) between
2.4 and 6 H. A) Comparison of different water models for setup IV.2 at 20 K.
Model A (black), model B (black, dashed), model C (grey), model D (grey,
dashed). B) Comparison of RDFs for the most accurate model (i.e. model D).
The solid lines represent setup IV.1 and the dashed lines indicate setup III.
Grey is used for the trajectories at 20 K and black for the trajectories at 60 K.
The insets show the first maximum of the distribution functions in more
detail.
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Frequency splitting and RDFs indicate the existence of distin-
guishable local structures around different CO molecules.
To investigate the relationship between splitting of the CO
absorption band and the local environment of the CO mole-
cules in more detail, we evaluate the infrared spectrum of
each CO molecule individually and correlate it to the average
number of hydrogen atoms within a distance e from the par-
ticular CO center of mass. Figure 5 shows an analysis carried
out for model B and setup III at 20 K and e=3.0 H. This dis-
tance corresponds to an interstitial position in a hexagonal ice
structure. For cutoff values between 2.5 and 3.5 H, the results
remain qualitatively the same. However, if e is too small, the
analysis looses its meaning because there are too few nearby
hydrogen atoms. The same applies for much larger e values for
which the number of hydrogen atoms becomes essentially
constant. As shown in Figure 5, a positive correlation is found
between the number of hydrogen atoms and the absorption
frequency. Spectra of CO molecules with a larger number of
nearby hydrogen atoms are shifted to the blue.
3. Conclusions
We have shown that the experimentally observed splitting of
the CO absorption band into a blue- and a red-shifted part can
be rationalized based on MD simulations. The local ice struc-
ture around the CO molecules is influenced by the representa-
tion and accuracy of the electrostatic interactions, in particular
by the inclusion of higher multipole moments; for example,
the differences between water–water RDFs obtained from sim-
ulations with different electrostatics (point charges versus
DMA) are comparable to those obtained with different bond
potentials. These results are different from those obtained for
water–CO RDFs, where the influence of electrostatics is domi-
nant. Splitting of the absorption band is related to both the re-
sidual structure of the surrounding ice and the positioning of
the CO molecule relative to the ice lattice. Electrostatics that
include higher multipole moments on the CO molecule, to-
gether with a spectroscopically accurate RRKR potential, were
recently shown to quantitatively explain the splittings, shifts,
and intensity ratios of photodissociated CO in myoglobin.[13] It
is important to stress that this same CO model was used in the
present work (without any changes). Thus, the model for CO
proposed earlier appears to be applicable to the study of the
Figure 4. RDFs of water-oxygen atoms around CO-oxygen atoms (between 2
and 10 H). Panels (A) and (B) show comparisons of different water models
for setup IV.2 at 20 K. A) Model A (black), model B (grey). B) Model C (black),
model D (grey). C) Comparison of RDFs for the most accurate model (i.e.
model D) using setup IV.1 at 20 (grey) and 60 K (black).
Figure 5. Correlation between the CO frequencies and the number of hydro-
gen atoms within 3 H. The evaluation is carried out for model B. A) Spectrum
of CO in ice after 20 ps equilibration, evaluated over 100 ps at 20 K. B) Su-
perimposed power spectra for all the 60 CO molecules. C) Correlation be-
tween the CO frequencies and the average number of hydrogen atoms
within e=3 H (the solid line is a linear regression). The correlation persists
even if the three points at the largest blue shifts are excluded from the
linear regression.
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energetic and spectroscopic properties of carbon monoxide in
different and heterogeneous environments.
The current simulations suggest that the proposal of substi-
tutional and interstitial CO molecules as being responsible for
the splitting of the CO absorption band has to be replaced.
We found that the main spectroscopic features were driven by
gradual changes in the local ice environment around each CO
molecule and the formation of defined local structures. Ac-
cording to the original proposal, the spectrum in Figure 1B
should consist of two main absorption bands of comparable
intensity corresponding to the five interstitial and five structur-
al CO molecules, which is not the case. Furthermore, the analy-
sis of the water-oxygen RDFs around the CO molecules [i.e.
gO(W)C(CO)(r) and gO(W)O(CO)(r), see Figure 4] shows that a split CO
spectrum can result from a distribution of geometries, which
cannot be simply attributed to two categories (substitutional
and interstitial). Also, the analysis presented in Figure 5 shows
gradual changes in the local structure (instead of two clearly
distinguishable CO positions in the ice). These observations
suggest that the picture of structural and interstitial water mol-
ecules cannot fully explain the observed spectrum.
Carefully parametrized force fields—with physically mean-
ingful multipole moments for the electrostatic interactions—
provide quantitatively correct information and novel insight
from atomistic simulations. This is particularly true for the cor-
relation between infrared absorptions and structural features
of the system. The present analysis of the absorption spectrum
of CO in ice is a starting point for a better understanding of
the infrared spectra of doped ices[9,28,29] and other mixtures,
such as water with methane, CO2, and methanol, which are
known to be abundant in this type of ice structures.[28,30–32]
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used to investigate the properties of empty and methane- and carbon-
monoxide-containing hydrates. Intermolecular interactions are described by force fields including a combination
of anharmonic bond potentials and accurate molecular electrostatics based on distributed multipoles. It is found
that structural and spectroscopic properties and small differences between the systems can be correctly described
with such an approach. In particular, spectra in the acoustic region (low-frequency lattice modes) delicately
depend on the electrostatic interactions between the molecules for clathrates with different guests. Analysis of the
radial distribution functions demonstrates that the short-range order is dominated by steric effects, whereas the
long-range order is more sensitive to electrostatic interactions. Predictions are made for the acoustic modes of
CO-containing clathrates and for the structural differences in the hydrogen radial distribution function between
the CO- and methane-containing clathrates.
Keywords: intermolecular forces; distributed multipoles; clathrates; atomistic simulations
1. Introduction
Clathrate hydrates are formed by water molecules
which arrange in an ice-like structure around guest
molecules or atoms. A large variety of clathrates with
different guest molecules and atoms have already been
observed in nature or have been synthesized [1].
Methane hydrates are of special interest, because they
have been detected in large amounts on the sea floor
[2]. These natural methane storages are important on
one hand as a potential energy source, on the other
hand as a possible environmental hazard in the case
of decomposition of the hydrates. Technologically, CO
hydrates have been studied in the context of separation
of industrial flue gases [3]. Furthermore, they are of
interest for the modeling of planetary atmospheres,
since CO is a very abundant molecule in space.
On the Saturn moon Titan, decomposition of CO
and methane clathrates has been suggested as the
source of observed methane and CO emissions [4,5].
The structures of clathrate hydrates can be divided
into three groups according to the arrangement of
small and large water cages. These groups are called
type I, type II and hexagonal structure type [1]. The
structures of both methane and CO hydrates have been
characterized by X-ray techniques and have been
shown to form preferentially a type I structure [6,7].
For CO, the formation of structure type I is rather
unexpected, since similar diatomic molecules such as
N2 and O2 are known to form structure type II, and
thermodynamic models have made contradictory pre-
dictions, favouring in one case structure II [8], and in
another case structure I [9]. The crystalline structure of
clathrates suggests that the physical properties of this
material are similar to those of ice, but it was found
that, in contrast to ice, the thermal conductivity is
very low and the temperature dependence is more
comparable to amorphous material than to crystal [10].
The thermal energy in solids is transported via the
lattice vibrations, which are characterized in clathrates
by strong couplings between the guest and the host
lattice [11].
To investigate in more detail the influence of the
guest molecule on the host lattice, methane and CO
were chosen in this study for comparison. Particular
emphasis is placed on spectroscopic and structural
properties as the thermodynamics have already been
investigated [12–14]. Due to their different molecular
properties and the unexpected finding of CO favouring
the same structure as methane, the influence of these
two guest molecules on the host lattice can be expected
to lead to significant changes in the lattice behaviour.
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Based on the validation of methane, predictions for the
CO hydrate system are possible. Comparative experi-
mental and computational studies of different guest
molecules in clathrates of the same structure type have
already been performed for methane and xenon [15]
and for methane and empty clathrates [12].
The importance of anharmonic bond potentials
and accurate electrostatics for atomistic simulations of
clathrate hydrates has been demonstrated in previous
work [13,14,16]. In the present study, Distributed
Multipole Analysis [17] is employed to analyse and
derive suitable descriptions of the molecular electro-
statics from them. They are then further used in
atomistic simulations of clathrates under realistic
experimental conditions and structural and spectro-
scopic signatures are derived from them. The work is
structured as follows. First, the methods and simula-
tion techniques are discussed. Then, results are
presented and discussed in the final section.
2. Computational methods
All simulations were carried out with the CHARMM
program [18]. Interaction terms for atomic multipole
moments up to rank two for all molecular symmetries
and up to rank three for linear molecules were
implemented additionally based on the published
terms [19]. To describe the orientations of the atomic
multipole moments with respect to the global Cartesian
coordinate system, reference axis systems are assigned
to each molecule and the interactions are transformed
in each step into the global axis system.
For methane, CO and water, distributed multipole
moments were obtained from GDMA [20] based on
electron densities calculated with GAUSSIAN [21].
For water and methane, multipoles based on SCF,
DFT and MP2 wave functions with different basis sets
(6-31G* and aug-cc-pVTZ) were calculated. As a test,
the difference between the electrostatic potentials
outside the Van-der-Waals radius of the molecules
based on the atomic multipole moments and the ab
initio electrostatic potential based on the SCF and
MP2 density, respectively, were evaluated. The quality
of the fields was assessed by evaluating the electrostatic
potential on a 101 101 101 grid in the x-, y- and
z-directions within a cube of dimensions
0.1 0.1 0.1 nm. For water, multipoles from differ-
ent methods lead to comparable fields and those used
in the simulations (from B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, see
Table 1) fit the electrostatic fields to within 3% (SCF/
6-31G*) and 18% (MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ), respectively. It
is worth pointing out that multipoles from different
methods provide electrostatic fields that agree to
within a few percent. Furthermore, it was found that
multipole moments from DFT methods for CO
converge reliably with basis set size. For methane,
the differences between the fields from the wave
function and those from the multipole moments are
larger [22]. Multipole moments from MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ calculations (see Table 2) reproduce the
Table 1. Electrostatic moments for the water multipole model. The values correspond to spherical tensor
notation.
Dipole (ea0) Quadrupole (ea
2
0)
Charge (e) q10 q11s q20 q22c
Oxygen 0.700000 0.131000 0.030000 0.800000
Hydrogen 0.350000 0.010000 0.010000a
Note: aOpposite signs on the two hydrogens.
Table 2. Electrostatic moments for the methane multipole model. The values correspond to spherical tensor
notation. Signs and directions differ for different hydrogens and according to the definition of the molecular
reference axis system. The values shown here correspond to a carbon at the origin and a hydrogen in the
negative x- and z- and the positive y-direction;  corresponds to x,  to y,  to z.
Dipole (ea0) Quadrupole (ea
2
0)
Charge (e) q1 q1 q2 q2 q2 q222
Carbon 0.360000
Hydrogen 0.090000 0.061124 0.086376 0.222918 0.011851 0.030930 0.074024
Note: Due to the different molecular symmetries, additional indices are required for methane; for example,
q10 from water corresponds to q1 in methane.
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electrostatic field derived directly from the wavefunc-
tion to within 30%, whereas for SCF/6-31G* the
difference is 70%. The multipole parameters for CO
from previous work [22] are given in Table 3.
For the bond and angle parameters of the water
molecule, the flexible KKY (Kumagai, Kawamura and
Yokokawa) potential [23] was used. As previously
reported, the KKY potential parameters have to be
re-parametrized to represent the water stretching
and bending frequencies [24]. The KKY potential has
already been successfully applied to methane
clathrates [16].
The simulations for the empty, CO- and methane-
containing clathrate structures were carried out in the
NVT ensemble with periodic boundary conditions in a
simulation box with dimensions 2.406 nm in each
dimension. This corresponds to 2 2 2 clathrate
unit cells of structure type I. For CO-containing
clathrates there are no structural data on the occu-
pancy of the cages, but since the composition is similar
to methane clathrates [7], it has been assumed that each
cage is occupied by one CO molecule. In methane
hydrate, each cage was found to be occupied by one
CH4 molecule [15]. A timestep of 0.4 fs was chosen to
follow the flexible hydrogen motion. For validation,
additional simulations for methane hydrate were
carried out and analysed: one employed the NpT
ensemble with p¼ 20 bar, and the other used a larger
system, containing 3 3 3 (NVT ensemble) unit cell.
An example of a unit cell used in the simulations
is shown in Figure 1. For both validation simulations,
the spectra (not shown) agree with those from the setup
used for the production runs.
Infrared spectra can be calculated from the Fourier
transform of the dipole moment autocorrelation
function C(t) [25]. The latter is defined as
C(t)¼hM(0)M(t)i/hM(0)M(0)i, where M(t) is the
total dipole moment of the system at time t. C(t) is
accumulated over 2n time origins, where n is an integer
such that 2n corresponds to between 1/3 and 1/2 of the
trajectory, with the time origins separated by 0.8 fs.
C(t) is then transformed to yield C(!) using a Fast
Fourier Transform with a Blackman filter to minimize
noise [26]. The final spectrum A(!) is then calculated
from
Að!Þ ¼ !f1 exp½h!=ðkTÞgCð!Þ; ð1Þ
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature in Kelvin.
The acoustic modes in the low-frequency region
give clearly distinguishable but rather weak peaks.
Spectra from the dipole moment autocorrelation
function provide information on any motion in a
system that changes the dipole moment in the x-, y- or
z-direction. For translations, such motion is either
associated with (1) the translation of the oxygen
(or hydrogen) atoms which are not pure translations
of an entire water molecule, and (2) translation of one
or a few water molecules relative to the other water
molecules in the lattice. It is observed that the
translational region of the water IR spectrum consists
of a broad background on which distinct lines are
superimposed. In clathrates, the three translational
bands occur due to avoided crossings between the host
lattice and the guest lattice motion [11]. A correlated
motion of the waters in the host lattice should lead
to a change of the dipole moment. The infrared
spectrum is dominated by the lattice vibrations.
Alternatively, spectral features can also be calculated
Table 3. Distributed multipole parameters for CO models. The values refer to the equilibrium
CO separation (112.8 pm).
Charge (e) Dipole (ea0) Quadrupole (ea
2
0) Octopole (ea
3
0)
Carbon 0.563418 1.096170 0.050725
Oxygen 0.563418 0.134258 0.467227 1.774760
Figure 1. Methane clathrate unit cell; snapshot after 100 ps
of dynamics at 100K in a system of 2 2 2 unit cells with
periodic boundary conditions.
Molecular Physics 1677
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from power spectra of interatomic distances or from
the Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation
function, which provides the density of states. The
power spectra can be compared with earlier studies of
methane hydrate, where other force fields were used
[13,14]. It should be noted that only the spectra from
the dipole-moment autocorrelation function provide
intensity information. For example, the signal that
appears from a distance–distance autocorrelation
function may not occur in I(!) calculated from the
dipole-moment autocorrelation function for symmetry
reasons [27,28].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Validation for CH4D2O and CD4–H2O
To validate the computational approach, low-
frequency (INS) spectra are calculated and compared
with the experimental frequencies for CD4–H2O and
CH4D2O at 150K. The experimental INS frequencies
for CD4–H2O are found at 42.7, 58.9 and 87.9 cm
1,
whereas for CH4D2O they are located at 43.5, 61.3
and 80.6 cm1 [29]. For both systems, averaged spectra
were calculated based on five independent, 100 ps
trajectories.
To calculate the averaged power spectra corre-
sponding to the O–O vibrations, the distance-
autocorrelation function was evaluated for 33
uniformly distributed and randomly selected oxygen–
oxygen distances rOO. The number of 33 pairs is
arbitrary and tests were carried out with fewer O–O
pairs and different cutoff distances. It was found that
the main features in the INS spectra are captured if five
or more O–O pairs are used and for cutoff distances
rOO 1 nm (see Figure 2). To analyse the spectra,
averages over a subset of the longest distances were
additionally evaluated. The criterion to include a
distance was rOO 2 nm. Such spectra indicate corre-
lated motions in the entire host lattice. To analyse and
compare the power spectra with the IR spectrum, a
sum of three Gaussian functions was fitted to the signal
between 20 and 100 cm1. The results are shown in
Figure 2. From the fit of the Gaussian functions, three
center frequencies are found at 40, 62 and 88 cm1 for
CD4–H2O and at 45, 67 and 85 cm
1 for CH4D2O.
This analysis shows that the trends in frequency shifts
are reproduced by the calculated spectra, with the
lower two frequencies of the CH4D2O shifted to
the blue with respect to CD4–H2O (by 5 cm
1 from the
simulations compared with 0.8 and 2.4 cm1 from
Figure 2. INS spectra in the translational region for CD4–H2O (black lines) and CH4–D2O (red lines). Averages over power
spectra from 33 (thin lines) and five (dashed lines) oxygen–oxygen distance time series for OO distances larger than 2 nm. The set
of 33 distances contains the entire range of oxygen–oxygen distances between 0.3 and 2.7 nm, whereas the set of five is the subset
containing only the five longest distances. The calculated INS spectra are fits of a sum of three Gaussian functions to the power
spectra averaged over five runs. (A) Analysis for CD4–H2O, (C) analysis for CH4–D2O and (B) comparison of the INS spectra of
CD4–H2O and CH4–D2O to clarify the shifts of the bands. The centers of the Gaussian functions are indicated with arrows in
black for CD4–H2O and red for CH4–D2O.
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experiment, respectively) and the highest frequency
shifted to the red (by 3 cm1 from the simulations and
by 7.3 cm1 from experiment, respectively). Thus small
spectral changes of the order of a few wavenumbers
can be reproduced using the methods described above.
To corroborate these results, averaged power spectra
from the velocity-velocity (, )-autocorrelation func-
tions of all water oxygens were analysed for the two
systems. The results are shown in Figure 3. The relative
positions of the three center frequencies compare well
with those from the distance correlation functions,
with deviations between 0 and 4 cm1. From the fit of
three Gaussian functions, they are found at 42, 61 and
87 cm1 for CD4–H2O and at 46, 63 and 85 cm
1 for
CH4D2O. Thus, IR spectra and spectral signatures
from (, )-autocorrelation functions give results in
close agreement with each other.
To assess the overall structural features of the two
systems, the radial distribution functions (rdfs) were
evaluated (Figure 4). The comparison shows that the
two rdfs are virtually identical except for small
differences (2 pm) in the position of the first
maximum of the gOO and gOH rdfs and the fact
that the width of the first peak at short range for the
CD4–H2O system is narrower and more pronounced.
The integral over the first peak of gOO is, however,
identical for the two systems. Higher peaks have
previously been attributed to enhanced abilities to
form hydrogen bonds [13]. The position of the first
peak is at 0.277 nm, which agrees well with previous
work, as does the asymmetry in the first peak [12].
From the definition of a rdf it is expected that different
isotopomers have identical radial distribution func-
tions, because, for an NVT ensemble, rdfs are strictly
mass-independent. Thus, additional tests were carried
out. For longer simulations (500 ps instead of 100 ps)
for CD4–H2O, gOO converges towards gOO from
simulations on CH4D2O (see inset of Figure 4). For
the second peak, convergence is essentially complete,
whereas for the first peak, convergence is slow. This
suggests that 500 ps of simulation for the present setup
(flexible molecules with multipolar electrostatics) may
not be sufficient to stabilize the water gOO rdf. One
reason for the slow equilibration may be mode locking
[13]. The maxima of the present gOO rdfs are 8.6
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Figure 3. Translational spectra calculated from (, )-auto-
correlation functions for CD4–H2O (black lines) and CH4–
D2O (red lines). Shown are averages over five independent
trajectories. Dashed lines are the raw data and solid lines are
sums over three Gaussian functions fitted to them.
Figure 4. Radial distribution functions for the CD4–H2O
(black) and CH4–D2O (red) clathrates. The evaluations are
averages over trajectories at 150K. The distributions are
from water molecules only. Oxygen–oxygen distributions
are shown in panel (A), oxygen–hydrogen in (B) and
hydrogen–hydrogen in (C). The inset in panel (A) shows
the average height of the first and second peak for gOO from
500 ps simulations on CD4–H2O at different times. Dashed
lines are the height of gOO from simulations on CH4–D2O. As
can be seen, the second peak is converged by 300 ps,
whereas the first peak is not converged by 500 ps.
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and 6.4 (at 150K), respectively, compared with values
of between 6.1 and 7 (at 200K) [13], 7 [12] (at 145K),
and 6.5 to 7.2 (at 200K) [14]. The temperature is
known to influence the maximum peak height by up to
25% in the temperature range from 265K to 348K
(liquid water) [30]. Thus, peak heights between 7.0 and
5.5 are expected at 200K, which was also found from
test simulations (NVT ensemble). However, additional
studies on this are required to arrive at a more
definitive answer. To the best of our knowledge,
detailed studies of equilibration times in different
ensembles ((NVE), (NVT) or (NpT)) have not thus
far been carried out involving flexible water molecules.
3.2. Comparison of methane hydrate with CO and
empty hydrates
Experimental spectral data for methane-containing
hydrates are available from inelastic neutron scattering
(INS) measurements in the low-frequency region [29]
and from Raman spectra which report on the high-
frequency region [31]. For methane, CO and empty
hydrates, five trajectories of 100 ps each were run at
150K. The pressures in the NVT simulations for the
three systems were evaluated at 150K and were found
to be 0.8 kbar for methane hydrate, 0.7 kbar for
empty hydrates and 1.6 kbar for CO hydrate. Such
pressures for empty and methane-containing hydrates
agree with previous work on the two systems and
do not lead to mechanical instabilities as pressures
are considerably lower than the bulk modulus of ice
(100 kbar) [12]. In more recent work the pressures in
methane hydrates were calculated for a range of water
models and temperatures [14]. It was found that, at
125K, the AMOEBA and COS/G2 force field gave
pressures of 1.8 kbar and 2.4 kbar, respectively. For
200K, the pressures approach 0 kbar. For methane
and CO hydrates, five additional runs were carried out
at 200K for comparison and all systems were found to
be stable. Finally, one trajectory for methane hydrate
was extended to 500 ps for convergence tests and two
NpT simulations were carried out and analysed for
p¼ 20 bar.
In Figure 5, the translational spectra of the
different clathrate systems are compared based on IR
and power spectra. For empty clathrates, no distinct
peaks are found in the low-frequency region. The
methane hydrate shows frequencies similar to CD4–
H2O, namely at 42, 62 and 90 cm
1. For CO hydrate,
the lattice frequencies are red-shifted compared with
the methane-containing clathrates and are found at 40,
61 and 76 cm1 based on the analysis of the oxygen–
oxygen distances, and at 44, 63 and 80 cm1 based on
the velocity autocorrelation functions (see Figure 6).
The IR intensity is largest for CO hydrates.
It is instructive to compare the power spectrum
and the infrared spectrum from the dipole moment
autocorrelation function. For the CO-containing
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Figure 5. Comparison of IR and power spectra in the translational region for different clathrate systems: empty hydrate (black),
methane hydrate (red), CO hydrate (green). The IR spectra are shown in panel (A), the power spectra for methane and empty
hydrates in (B), and the CO hydrate power spectra in (C). The solid lines in the power spectra show the average over all 33
oxygen–oxygen distances, the dashed line averages of distances longer than 2 nm. A separate panel is chosen for CO due to the
greater intensity.
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clathrate (Figures 5(A) and (C)), both maxima in the
power spectrum at 40 and 76 cm1 have counterparts
in the IR spectrum (at 39 and 80 cm1). This is in
agreement with studies on other systems (D2O [32],
H5O
þ
2 [28] or N2H
þ
7 [27,33]), where it was shown that
power spectra can assist in assigning infrared-active
bands to atomic motions. However, no intensity
information can be obtained from the power spectra.
This is more clearly visible if the infrared and power
spectra for methane-containing clathrates are
considered. There, the spectral feature at 65 cm1 in
Figure 5(A) is not visible in the power spectrum.
It should, however, be remembered that the power
spectrum is only evaluated over internuclear distances,
whereas the infrared spectrum is also sensitive to
angular motions of all molecules involved. Comparing
the infrared and power spectra for empty clathrates
with the methane-containing clathrate, it is demon-
strated that little information concerning intensities
can be extracted from the power spectra.
In other regions of the water IR spectrum the
methane hydrate shows a clear difference to the other
two systems in the intensity distribution. Infrared lines
for the O–H stretch (3200 to 3700 cm1) and bending
vibrations (1600 to 1700 cm1) are more intense,
whereas in the lattice vibrational region (600 cm1)
the intensity is reduced (see Figure 7). The splitting of
the OH-stretch frequency region into an absorption
due to OH motion at about 3600 cm1 and a coupled
O–H region at lower frequencies is also observed in
experimental spectra with a splitting of 500 cm1 [31].
Quantitatively, the observed splitting of 300 cm1 is
too small, which is most likely related to the water
model used. This is in line with investigations of ice Ih
where the shift of the coupled OH-stretch frequency
was found difficult to quantitatively reproduce with
classical force fields [34]. For different water models,
frequency shifts ranging from 100 to 600 cm1 between
liquid water and ice Ih have been observed. An
important reason for the difficulties in capturing the
experimental redshift are quantum effects. It has been
shown that, for example for the TIP3FP model, the
mean O–H stretch frequency shifts from 3490 cm1 to
3354 cm1, if path-integral methods are used instead
of classical methods [34]. More recently, quantum,
classical and ring-polymer simulations of infrared
spectra of Hþ(H2O)2 were presented [35]. This work
showed, in particular, that the spectra in the O–H
stretching region from fully quantum simulations are
very similar to those from classical MD simulations
and ring-polymer MD. In particular, all these
approaches find a split O–H spectrum between 3500
and 4000 cm1.
To characterize better the structural features of the
clathrates (empty, CO- and CH4-containing), different
radial distribution functions for the water molecules
were calculated (see Figure 8). The overall structure of
the clathrate is defined by the location of the maxima
in the gOO rdf (not shown), which is nearly identical for
all systems investigated. Thus, the overall clathrate
structure as defined by the positions of the water
oxygen atoms is less affected by the presence or
absence of different guests. Larger differences are
found for rdfs involving hydrogen atoms, in particular
gHH. The hydrogen–hydrogen distribution changes
depending upon the presence or absence and the
identity of the guest molecule. The most pronounced
difference is observed for the hydrogen distribution
when methane is present, whereas it is little affected
by the presence of the CO molecules. Considering
the cumulative sum of gHH(r) it is found that, for the
methane-containing clathrate, the rdf differs from the
CO-containing and the empty clathrate between 0.25
and 0.3 nm. At 0.25 nm, the cumulative sum is lower by
about 20% compared with the other two clathrates.
The missing density is shifted to the radial region
at 0.3 nm, which can be explained by slightly different
orientations in the hydrogen-bonded network. This is
most likely caused by the larger volume of the methane
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Figure 6. Translational spectra calculated from (, )-auto-
correlation functions for CO hydrate averages over five
trajectories. Dashed line: raw data; solid line: sum over three
Gaussian functions fitted to the data.
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molecules and by the electrostatic repulsion between
the water-H and methane-H atoms. Given that gHH(r)
from simulations on CD4–H2O and CH4D2O (see
Figure 4(C)) is converged, this observation should not
be affected by the slow convergence found for gOO.
In addition to (NVT), simulations in the (NpT)
ensemble were carried out for methane clathrates at
20 bar (with identical time step and other simulation
parameters as reported in the methods section). As
mentioned above, simulations in the (NVT) ensemble
lead to pressures of p1 kbar. In the (NpT)
simulations the size of the periodic box changed from
2.406 nm to 2.401 nm, where it equilibrated. Rdfs from
the two different ensembles (not shown) do not change
the location and width of the distribution functions.
It is interesting to note that the differences between
rdfs from runs in the (NVT) and (NpT) ensembles for
the present simulation conditions are considerably
smaller than the differences obtained from simulations
with different water models [13,14].
The guest-induced structural differences shown by
spectra and radial distribution functions above were
further analysed by changing the electrostatic models
of the guest molecule. For methane and CO hydrate
the influence of electrostatic interactions of the
guest molecule with the environment was assessed by
removing the charges on the guest molecules and only
retaining Van-der-Waals interactions. For all system
compositions (empty, CO- and methane-containing)
and representations (with and without electrostatics)
the IR spectra of the water network were calculated
from the water dipole moment autocorrelation
function and are compared in Figure 9. The largest
change is found between systems with and without
electrostatics on the guest molecule. Spectra without
multipole moments on the guest molecules (dashed
lines) are closely related to the INS of the empty
clathrate (black): the spectra are largely unstructured.
This clearly contrasts with simulations in which the
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Figure 7. Intensities for different hydrates in the lattice vibrational (A), water bend (B) and OH-stretch (C) region. Black lines
are for empty hydrates, red lines for methane hydrates, and green lines for CO hydrates.
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Figure 8. Radial distribution functions gOH (A) and gHH (B).
Empty clathrates are shown in black, methane clathrates in
red, CO clathrates in green. The results are averages over five
trajectories at 150K.
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electrostatics of the guest molecules are described with
multipoles up to atomic quadrupole moments (solid
lines in Figure 9). Spectra from simulations using the
CO model without electrostatics are blue-shifted with
respect to CO with electrostatics. For methane, the
change due to electrostatics is smaller and can only be
observed for the middle frequency, which is blue-
shifted.
4. Conclusions
In the present work, DMA-derived multipole moments
have been used to investigate the dynamics and
spectroscopy of CO- and CH4-containing clathrates.
A comparison of the experimental INS spectra for
CH4D2O and CD4–H2O clathrates with the simu-
lated spectra shows that a force field based on a
combination of anharmonic bond potentials and
accurate molecular electrostatics (from distributed
multipoles) is able to correctly describe differences in
the spectroscopy of clathrate systems. This agrees with
previous studies on CO in myoglobin [22] and CO in
ices [36], where subtle details of the CO-infrared
spectroscopy (splittings and shifts) could be captured
using electrostatics beyond the point-charge
approximation.
Based on a comparison of the present results with
experimental data from INS, the representation of the
electrostatic interactions used here gives quantitatively
correct results that are also comparable to those from
the polarizable AMOEBA model [14]. However, it
should be noted that the latter simulations were carried
out at 200K, whereas the experimental data [29] were
recorded at 150K, the temperature used in the present
simulations.
The analysis of the spectra in the acoustic region
for the different guest molecules shows an important
influence of the molecular electrostatics on this feature,
with modulations by the shape defined by the Van-
der-Waals radius (‘size and shape’) of the guest.
The structure of the clathrate defined by the oxygen
distribution appears to be most influenced at short
range by the shape of the guest and at medium and
long distances by the electrostatics of the guest
molecule.
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5 Conclusions
Distributed multipole moments provide a possibility to systematically improve the
accuracy of electrostatic interactions in atomistic force fields. The DMA algorithm
and other population analysis methods have been optimized in the past for conver-
gence of the multipole expansions and accuracy of the resulting potential. For the
parametrization of atomistic force fields, it is important to find an optimal tradeoff
between the accuracy of the expansion and the computational cost, which is related
to the number of multipole moments per atom and to the total number of multipole
sites. Comparison of the multipole potential to the corresponding ab initio potential
allows to optimize the number of multipole moments per molecule by testing differ-
ent truncations of the multipole series for each atom.
Distributed multipole expansions up to rank two are in most cases sufficiently accu-
rate. The difference of the potential at this level to ab initio is within a few percent,
which is significantly more accurate than point charge potentials. Even lower differ-
ences to ab initiowould probably not be meaningful, since most of these small details
are changing due to the polarization by surrounding molecules.
For small or rigid molecules, it is straightforward to assign multipole parameters. For
larger molecules with several conformations in contrast, the parametrization is more
involved. Atomic multipole moments are highly dependent on the conformation.
The same is true for point charges which are mostly used in atomistic force fields,
but for multipole moments, the entire accuracy gain with respect to point charges
may be lost upon conformational change and the additional computational cost is
not justified anymore. Therefore, multipole moments for larger molecules should be
averaged over several conformation or additional functions for changing the multi-
pole moments with conformation should be used.
For the implementation of atomic multipole moments into atomistic force fields, the
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orientation of the multipole moments needs to be linked to the orientation of the
molecules in space. This can be done through the assignment of molecular reference
axis systems, which are specific to each type of molecular geometry. The calculation
of molecular orientations on the basis of reference axes is straightforward. As a con-
sequence, the multipole interaction energies and derivatives depend on the positions
of all the atoms belonging to their reference axis system. Approximate derivatives
which include only atomistic terms may be used in some cases, but in general atom-
istic and molecular terms are required due to the change of the interaction energy
upon rotation of the reference axes. This makes the implementation more compli-
cated and less general, since specific terms for each type of reference axis system
have to be introduced.
The conservation of the total energy during MD simulations is more problematic for
atomic multipole moments than for point charges. For the full expression of the
derivatives, the energy conservation is comparable to point charges as long as no
cutoffs are used. The use of cutoffs generally introduces errors to simulations, but
with atomic multipole moments, the problem is enhanced due to an incomplete com-
pensation of errors.
The application of distributed multipole potentials to several systems shows that the
use of more accurate electrostatics leads to a better agreement with experimental data:
• For photodissociated CO in myoglobin, different levels of accuracy of atomic
multipole expansions are related to preferential positions and orientations of
the CO molecule in the distal Heme pocket during the simulation. The occur-
rence of the CO orientations with respect to iron can be associated with the two
experimentally observed IR bands for CO in myoglobin.
• For mixed CO/water ice systems, the same CO model combined with a multi-
polar water model provides IR spectra in agreement with experiment. Compar-
ison of ice structures obtained from simulations with multipole potentials to ice
structures from simulations with point charge potentials shows that the struc-
ture of the amorphous ice differs between the two setups. The amorphous ice
structure found with the multipole water model can be related to experimen-
tally observed red- and blueshifted CO IR frequencies.
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• For methane clathrates, the lattice modes calculated with the atomic multipole
force field are in good agreement with experimental INS spectra. The compari-
son of CO and methane clathrate hydrates provides insight into the differences
in the clathrate structure for the two guest molecules.
In summary, the presented methods and applications show that the use of atomic
multipole moments in atomistic force fields is complicated and computationally de-
manding, but the additional effort is justified by the good agreement with experimen-
tal data.
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6 Future directions
The current version of the atomic multipole implementation in CHARMM can be ex-
tended and generalized in several aspects. The application is currently limited by
the available geometry types and by the conformational dependence. Nevertheless,
a variety of further applications are possible. Diatomic molecules such as O2, H2
and N2 are of interest for several biological systems, e.g. for oxygen diffusion in
Hemoglobin.79 Simulations of for theses systems are mostly carried out without elec-
trostatic interactions for the diatomics80,81 or with simple point charge models in the
case of CO.82
For ices of interest to astrochemistry, other ice mixtures have already been inves-
tigated experimentally83–87 and there are open question to which computer simula-
tionswith distributedmultipole potentials could probably provide answers: structure-
frequency relationships in mixed H2O:CO:CO2 ice, diffusion of H2 in amorphous ice,
adsorption and desorption of different gas molecules from the ice surface.
The properties of water and ice as a function of the molecular multipole moments
could also be investigated in more detail. The problem was studied previously for
water by comparison of different empirical water models.88,89 Atomic multipole mo-
ments provide the possibility to systematically vary the water dipole moment and the
different components of the water quadrupole moment. For this purpose, the Ewald
summation for atomic multipole moments69 could be added, since the long-range in-
teractions have been shown to be important for simulations of liquid water.90,91
An extension of the current implementation to more molecular geometries is straight-
forward as long as no flexible torsion angles are included. For a generalized imple-
mentation, a limited number of reference axis system should be sufficient to cover all
molecular geometries. Largermolecules with flexible torsion angles can be assembled
based on fragments classified by symmetry. A set of available symmetries should in-
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clude linear, triangular planar, trigonal pyramidal, tetrahedral and octahedral. For
most molecules, the problem of conformational dependence has to be solved in addi-
tion.
Several strategies have been proposed in the literature to solve this problem. Some
of these approaches have already been tested. (see Section 2.5 for details.) The addi-
tional effort required to implement solutions based on these different strategies into
atomistic force fields varies significantly. The consequences of each strategy are out-
lined in the following:
• If the multipole moments are just averaged over several conformations, no ad-
ditional terms are required for the implementation. This approach requires only
a more elaborate parametrization procedure. The disadvantage is that by aver-
aging the multipole moments over several conformations, some of the accuracy
is lost.
• If an additional analytical function for changing the multipole moments with
conformation is used, fully accurate derivatives include additional terms de-
pending on this change. The level of complexity for this approach is related to
the complexity of the analytical function needed to fit the change of the multi-
pole moments with conformation.
• The most involved but also most accurate approach would be to periodically
recalculate the atomic multipole moments ab initio. The effort for the calcula-
tion could be limited by storing the multipole moments of conformations which
have already been visited. In contrast to the other strategies, a fully analytical
derivative would not be possible anymore in this case, since the change of the
multipole moments would not follow an analytical function. However, this dif-
ficulty could possible be overcome by the use of appropriate MD integration
schemes, which have already been developed for other simulation methods.
In this case, recalculating the multipole parameters periodically could provide
further advantages. One of this advantages is that intramolecular polarization
could also be taken into account by including parts of the environment of a
molecule in the ab initio calculations. A similar approach has already been pro-
posed to account for the polarization in a point charge force field.92 The level of
accuracy of MD simulations based on such an approach could be systematically
improved, on one hand by the level of theory used for the ab initio calculation,
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on the other hand by changing the number of steps for recalculating the multi-
pole moments.
From these consideration, it follows that although the current implementation can be
applied to a variety of problems, generalization and extension including a periodic
reparametrization procedure could provide a much more powerful tool.
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